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ATTENTION
ATARI 400/600/800 OWNERS

MIDLAND GAMES LIBRARY

(02 42-67) 4960 6pm.9pm

TEXAS TI-99/4A

ATLAHTIS
W FOR THE BASIC COMPUTER

TRIONIC
Your Local Home Computer Centre

Best Shop in Town for Software, Books, Mags,
Peripherals and Accessories.
We sell and support: Amstrad, Atari, BBC,
Commodore C16, CBM 64, CBM Plus 4, Electron

Spectrum 48K, Sony Hit-Bit (MSX).
We are one of the Largest Stockists of Games,
Business and Educational Software and Utilities

for all Popular Home Computers
Amstrad CPC464 Green Monitor £239
Amstrad CPC464 Colour Monitor C349
Commodore C16 Starter Pack £139
Commodore 64 £199
Commodore 64 Trionic Pack £249
Commodore 64 Business Pack £629
BBC Model B Micro £3

Acorn Electron £199
Spectrum 48K £129
Sony Hit Bit MSX Computer £299
We also stock a large range of Printers, Monitors
and Disk Drives to suit all applications,

OPEN 10am 8pm Mon Sat. Tel: 01-861 0035

TRIONIC LIMITED

144 Station Road, Harrow, Middlesex

ICROMARKET
WEMBLEY CONFERENCE CENTRE NOV. 10TH & 11TH

Here's your chance to sweep up all your Microcomputer needs before Christmas,

All leading makes of Micro including:

* U
BC • Peripherals

• Commodore ^ ioy^cWs

at London's first ever Micro Market.

• Thousands of Hardware &
Software Bargains!

• Competitions and Prizes

•k Win a Personal Computer!

• Bring & Buy Swap Shop!

• Free Computer advice at our

Computer Surgery

• Apple
• Spectrum
• QL
• Oric
• Printers

r Joy Sticks
• DIY Robots
•k Modems

OPEN 10am-6pm Sat, November 10th
10am-4prn Sun. November

Adults £1.50 Under 14 's 75p.
Including FREE
SHOW GUIDE



GAME, SET, AND
BRUCE?

In your September issue,

you had the screenshot of
Bruce Lee which was the
August game of the month
instead of Matchpoint for

the Spectrum. Surely
Bruce Lee doesn't look
like Bjom Boig?!
G. Kasapoglu
London.

Editor's reply: Thanks for

your comment! No, he
doesn't look like Bruce
Lee and we don't think he
resembles a trigger-happy
sheriff either! We're
thinking about making it

a regular feature see last

issue!

THE PIRATE

COLLECTION . .

.

I am sure that many
computer gamesters like

myself will agree when I

say that the promise of £s
worth of free software
from friends has
influenced many's

computer. I personally
would not have entered
the world of games
computing had piracy not
secured a good games
collection for me.

I just wish that the ever
complaining software
industry would stop
moaning about us pirates.

The fact is that piracy has
lured a lot of people into

computing and created a

In reply to Mr Beyer's
call for a Top Ten table of
abnormally abysmal games
(C&VG August). I have
made up a top three for

the Electron:

V) Kamikazi: R.&F
C2) Pharaoh's Tomb:A&F
(3) Escape From Moonbase
Alpha: Program Power
In all fairness to A&F

though, their Chuckle Egg
probably rates in my top
three abnormally addictive

Finally, how about more
reviews, I can't get
enough of them. So much
software simply passes
without mention that you
are only really scratching
the surface.

A page each for all die
popular micros would give
a more comprehensive
sample and the need for an
abnormally abysmal chart
would disappear.
Andrew Sinclair,

Morpeth,
Northumberland.

SMOOTH OLD

COMMODORE

I own a CBM 64 and I'm
having trouble in the area
of smooth scrolling for a
car racing game. Could

information
subject?
GeoSray Carew
Dublin

this

scrolling is too slow,

FRAK FAN HITS

OUT!

I would like to enter my
highest score for Frak into

your high score table. I

scored 94.450 (FHV).
You classed FlaJcas the

game of the month so I

read the review with great
interest, but was rather
disappointed and I thought
it to be poor.

of the game turning upside
down after the first three
screens, or of it going into
black and white after six

there was no mention of
the background turning
black or the whole screen
flashing depending on
how far you have got with
the game,

more interesting than the

basic program, using
RASTER INTERRUPTS
which produce very
smooth scrolling. Such a
routine was published in

Commodore Computing
International Vol. 2 No.
12, available from Nick
Hampshire Publications.

the ledges on the first

screen spelling out frak.'

Alison Matsell
Lincoln

Editor's reply: Sorry
about that, Alison. The

Jblenas

TIPS FOR ALL

NASTY-BASHERS

I am writing to you not to

complain but to

congratulate you on a
good job you have done
making this mag.
Wouldn't it be a good

idea if the competitions
could all be put in one
envelope for each
competition? It would sav
the precious pennies we

ship! One problem is that

the ship moves so East it is

difficult to get in this

position correctly without
a lot of practice.

MarkPlatts
ShelSeld
S. Yorkshire

Editor's reply: The Great
Robot who sorts out
thousands of competition
entries each month has
decreed that they should
be in separate envelopes,
Mark. I think this is

because he finds it

difficult sitting on the
floor for days at a time
opening every envelope
to retrieve the entries!

:

HOW COULD HE

'MISS US OUT!
: Dear Sir,
: I'm glad that, on the
whole, Keith Campbell

Hie Adventurer's
Notebook. In my defence

I

in not mentioning C&VG
among the recommended

!
reading, I would like to

say that there were hardly
any Adventure columns in
any of the monthly
magazines when I actually
wrote the text, several
months ago. Needless to
say, I now read Keith's

33EDE

need to buy our games

every little helps!
I also have some tips for

fellow nasty-bashers in Ad
Astra. The stage in

between each new level is

separated by a small
meteorite storm. If you
position the starship about
an eighth of the screen
from the bottom, you are
safe. The meteorites look
as if they are going to hit

you but they just skim the

MiihJ

unfair of hi

y forbids
mthor",

as I'm the one who does
the Adventure column

PCN (in fact it's going to

be weekly from sometime
in September.)
The recommendation

about the book being
genuinely loose-leaf with
refill pages available is

something we've
considered.
The idea is to see how

the book does and, if

enough people are

.--71-.* >l.-T-ir-ir-n .ti„.
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RomDURELL
(Technical Support from Westland Helicopters)

Available now from most retail outlets

COMMODORE 64 - SPECTRUM48k
Available soon

ORIC - BBC - AMSTRAD
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With fortyi&4reens above ground; two-hundred-and-ninety "3D screens below; one-

hundred shops and factories in which to find aids to your escape — Volcano is not just

COMPUTERMAGIC
39 Bridge Street Walton-on-Thames
Tel: Walton-on-Thames 231011



i, then something
along those lines will be
produced. I'm not sure
what sort of reviews we'd
have got (or trying to sell a
book of just maps!
Mike Gerrard
London N4

Editor's reply: C&VG has
had an Adventure column
since the first issue
exactly three years ago —
before there WERE any
other regular Adventure
columns, and before many
of the magazines that now
run them first appeared,
Mike! I should have
thought we stood out a
mile from the rest!

TUNE IN FOR MORE
COLOUR

ick o!

perhaps another colour —
such as orange or brown.
Mark Hanley
heighten Buzzard
Bedfordshire

Editor's reply; You can't
get any other colours out
of the machine, but you

Set up a user defined

chequerboard pattern of
pixels. Then set up
another character with
the same chequerboard
pattern but with the whitt
and black pixels

each other and each in a
different colour, the
stripple effect will create

DIVING INTO THE

TEXAS . .

.

This letter is about Sea
Diver by Nik Cain for the
Tl-99/4a in the September
issue. I reckon I must have
a different TI to Nik's!

I find that my TI has no £

sign! What's the world
coming to — I hear you
say. Please could you send
me the correct version.
Well thaff the bad news
over. I would like to
congratulate you for your
continuing support of the
heavily underrated Texas.
Philip Wakeman,
Rugby,
Warwickshire.

Editor's reply: Some
printers use a £ sign
instead of a U . The two
are interchangeable.
When you see a £ sign in
a listing and if your
computer doesn't have

Crossfire and Frantic.) It's

ridiculous for them to

expect us to pay £S or so
each for them.

I expect 70% of
Commodore owners have
RAM packs and an awful
lot can be done with this

extra memory, intimate's

superb Jet Pac is a prime

The next interesting

letter was that of Alan
Campbell's (August issue).

the program will then rur

SUPPORT THE OLD

VIC!

Dear Sir,

rthispi _

in in 16k, change line 10

10 POKE 36869,207
But before running the

program, you must
relocate the basic-start. Do
this by typing:

POKE 642,32:5YS64824.
PauJ cm
Cheadie
Cheshire

;t had k

was Dilraj Aujla's letter

about the Vic-20 being left

out by greedy software
houses. 1 heartily agree.
Bug Byte are guilty of this

but they aren't alone. How
can they expect Vic
owners to pay out good
money for poor hacked-

e experiments.

price of a blank
Rabbit and Imagine both

started out by producing
brilliant software for the
micro (.Myriad and
Arcadia, lor example) but
the quality of games has
quickly deteriorated to

some of the worst I've

ever seen (ie Galactic

THE CURSE OF

CAMPBELL...

Dear Keith.

OK Campbell — it's finally

worked! You knew what
you were doing all those

i years ago when you
introduced a column
called Adventure. Many
peole have tried to

enslave the world — Hitler,

Ghengis Khan, Maggie
Thatcher — but your
master plan was the best
of the lot!

My God, how I look
back and realise what a
fool I've been. I used to

be a sweet, innocent alien-

zapper, but now I rue the
day I first read your
miserable column. How I

got hooked I'll never

My whole world has

averns and

our hair out, casting magic
spells and breeding
Rigelian Dia-Ice Hounds —
AND IT'S WORKING! Who
needs cruise missiles and
nerve gas when you're
around? Do you work for

the Russians?

I curse you, Campbell
It's your fault I've been
lost in underground Zorks,
been driven insane by
ghostly piano players and
been killed time and time
again. I've lost my job, my
wife has left me and taken
the kids (how the hell she
found the way out I'll

never know) and the sad
thing is, I'm still hooked!
Do you realise I haven't
seen Coronation Street (or

three years? 1 didn't even
know Ena Sharpies was
dead until I met her one
day in Limbo.
And just when I thought

I was getting back at you
by solving Advenfureland,
Pirate, Count, Gold Baton,
Arrow of Death (1 AND 2)

and Time Machine, you
conjured up

gruesome form of the
dreaded Coppins beast!

I realise now that I'm
beaten I'm on my last

As I slowly sink into

a mound of Valium, I say
with my last breath — be a

s open the chest in

Pyramid ofDoom without
being killed by the
poisoned needle in the
lock, and where is the iron

glove? Curse you
Campbell!
Paul McRoy
Whitely Bay
Tyne and Wear

wants a cracker). You're
trying to reduce us all tc

gibbering idiots, tearing

wo problems in one —
ind there's a bonus in the
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ELECTRIC DREAMS!
Electric Dreams is a modem fairytale

about a computer who fails in love.

Yes, computers have feelings too,

you know!
The movie tells the story of Miles

Harding, a young architect who has
this burning ambition. He wants to

invent an earthquake-proof brick. In

order to help his quest for the perfect
brick. Miles buys a computer —
called Edgar.

Edgar not only helps Miles to

develop his earthquake brick but
also win the heart of the beautiful girl

who lives upstairs. Edgar hears the
girl. Madelaine, playing 1

and 1 : the i

Madelaine thinks Miles is playing
and eventually — yes, you guessed it

— Miles and Madelaine gel together.
But the third partner in this

computerised triangle starts to get
jealous — and things start to happen!
Electric Dreams will be released in

London this month and will go on
general release very soon. It has a
great soundttack — featuring Culture
Club, Heaven 17. Human League and
Jeff Lynne of ELO, among others.

And while you're waiting to see the

film, why not enter our EXCLUSIVE
Electric Dreams competition. It's

open to Spectrum, BBC, Commodore
64 and Atari

receive a bumper bundle of goodies
lr friends at Virgin — who, as

well as making hit records and hit your micro. What n

films, also bring out software and want!

books about home computers. Be the envy of your friends and
We've go! 15 Electric Dream enter the C&VG/Virgin Films

packages each for Spectrum, Electric Dreams competition.

Commodore 64, BBC and Atari All you have to do is answer the

owners. The packages will include questions below and mail the coupon
an amazingly exclusive Electric to Computer & Video Games,
Dreams digital watch, the soundtrack Electric Dreams Competition, Priory

album of Electric Dreams, a Virgin Court, 30-32 Famngdon Lane,

computer book and a Virgin game for London EC 1R 3AU.

& VIDEO GAMES/ELECTRIC DREAMS COMPETITION

TITION COM
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10 CURRJKH
MICROSPEECH PACKAGES

TO BE WON
ipetition. TenYou can read all about the

Games News pages this issui

really be put into the ejdstin

categories that magazines lii

like to use — but you could
graphic Adventure with
elements thrown in. And y<

) if you solve tl

riddl

Computer & Video Games, together
with Domark publishers of Eureia.',

Mi'.:

below will n

All you have to do is answer the five

questions based on Eureka.' Fill in the
coupon and set it to Computer &
Video Games Eureka! Competition.
Priory Court, 30-32 Farringdon lane,
Ix>ndonEClE3AU.
Closing date for entries is

November 16th and normal C&VG
Jes apply.
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HERCULES - WITH A DIFFERENCE!
Hercules was the original Incredible Hulk. He was so tough he could eat an entire box ol

Shredded Wheat at one sitting! New this mythical hero is the star of his own computer game -
called Hercules for the Commodore 64, We've got no leas than 60 of these games to give away to

readers who solve our Hercules puzzle.

If you want to know what the game is all about, jus I check on your back copies of C& VS where

we gave the game the thumbs up a couple of issues ago.

All we're asking you to do is spot the differences in Ihe two pictures o) old Here, on this page.

Then, ring the differences with a ball point pen, till in the coupon and mail it off, together with the

pictures to Computers Video Games, Hercules Competition, Priory Court 30-32 Farringdon Lane,

London EC1H 3AU. Closing date for the competition is November 16ih and normal Computer &
Video Games rules apply. Remember Ihe game only runs on the 64!

Hercules tomes from a new software house called Interdisc. Watch lor reviews ol their

stunning new games In next month's CSVO.

HACKING AWAY AT SYSTEM 15000
Hacking is a murky business. Lots of

bleary eyed computer freaks
hunched over their machines attempt-

ing to crack codes and break into

highly sensitive computer systems.

One hacker in the USA actually

managed to get into the American
defence system using his trusty

Commodore 641

But now there is an easy way to hack
— thanks to System 1SO0O. All the joys

of puzzling your way through tele-

phone numbers and security codes
without the fear of some American
footballer-sized men in suits coming
knocking at your door in the middle of

the night.

System 15000 is the game for would-
be hackers. We reviewed it in last

month's C&VCifyou want to read just

how good it is. The idea of the game is

to find your way through a maze of

computer systems, break into a
bank's computer and transfer $1.5

million dollars into your account.
We've got 20 copies of System 15000

from Craig Communications to give
away — 10 for the Spectrum and 10 for

the Commodore 64.

All yoi

16th and normal C&VG competition
rules apply.

BUT THAT'S NOT ALL: The 30

winners of the System 15000 competi-
tion will also qualify to enter another

competition, based on System 15000,

with five mini-modems as prizes. Two
prizes for the price of one magazine!
Watch out for further details in

December's issue of C&VC.

THE QUESTIONS

t. In the film War Games, in which a
young American hacker breaks into

the US nuclear defence system, the

computer plays a game which
convinces it that no-one can win a

nuclear war. It's a very familiar game
to anyone who goes on long train

journeys with only a piece of paper

2. In the TV series Whizz Kids, all

about hackers, what is the name of
Richie's computer which he used to

break into other computers through
the phone system?
3. In System 15000, one of the

computer systems you have to crack
is the Manhattan Bank. What would a

ins below, fill in the Manhattan from
coupon and mail it to Computer &
Video Games, System 15000 Competi-
tion, Priory Court, 30-32 Farringdon
Lane, London EC1R 3AU. Closing
date for the competition is November

m the first thing I would do is .

.

leleph<
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CLIFF HANGER
AUTHOR -JAMES DA Y ORIGINAL MUSIC - BRIAN DOE

Thrill to the cartoon style action of Cliff Hanger, a really original. Wild West game. As Cliff the hero, you've got to stop the
bandrto shooting up the canyon. But with its own brand of wacky cartoon action fun, things simply aren't as they seem in

Hanger. For a start, the boulder you throw at the ol' bandito may just come bouncing back at you.
Cliff Hanger incorporates ail the elements that have made New Generation games best sellers for the Spectrum, such as

original ideas, superb graphics and hilarious happenings - but now it's available first for the Commodore 64
Featuring SO separate screens, three levels of difficulty, one or two players scoring, Hall of fame and joystick compatibility or
user defined keys, Cliff Hanger is set to be THE Commodore games playing sensation. Available from any good software

store for just £7.95.



AUTHOR - PAUL BONN

Ever wondered what it would be like to face the fierce white water in a top class canoeist slalom run! Well wonder no more

because you can enjoy the fast action thrill of competitive canoeing from the comfort of your own armchair with

Shoot the Rapids.

It's a game that involves real skill because you must move your joystick to simulate paddling action. You must get through

the gates of the slalom course in the fastest time possible, while avoiding the river bank and rocks. There are also extra

hazards like rogue speed boats and interfering beavers to worry about

Thismulti level game features increasingly difficult river courses with superb graphics and smooth scrolling along the river.

Qualifying times have to be reached to move onto the next course.

With Hall of Fame, one or two player scoring and joystick compatibility, Shoot the Rapids is probably the best sports action

J^vli, simulation game devised to date. Available from any good software store for just £7.95.



COMPETITION COMPETITION COMPE

ZIGGY'S BACK!

Time War is an ugly thing. People and
planets — even entire galaxies — dis-

appear without trace into the void.

And someone is waging a time war
against the federated planets. Intel-

ligence reports say that the evil

genius behind the war is none other

than the mysterious Cyril Cornelius —
one time chief administrator of the

federation's experimental weapon

He was disgraced after a mysterii

accident destroyed half of the fedt

lion's capital planet and he fled int

exile. Since then no-one has hear

Latest intelligence from the

reaches of the spiral arm say tf

only respond to the sou
Cornelius' voice.

machine is situated

beneath
the fortress. An air attack is out of the

guestion as Cornelius has developed
a sophisticated air-defence system.

The only chance is a surprise attack

by a small band of experts. That's

where Ziggy comes in. He has to

select a team suitable for the task —

but he really needs some advice. And
that's where you come in. Elsewhere
on this page you'll End pictures and
descriptions of the team available to

Ziggy tor this mission. Unfortunately,

the craft he has to use can only take

four passengers — Ziggy and three

The choice is yours. Once you've

made it, fill in the coupon and send it

to Computer & Video Games, Back-

packers Competition, 30-32 Farring-

don Lane, London EC1R 3AU. Closing

date for the competition is November
16th — and normal C&VG competition

ruies apply.

Here at mission control we'll decide
just which of the five agents will help

Ziggy most on his mission — if you
make the same choice, then you could

be in line for one of the top prizes.

Details below.

explored regions.

; inhabited by a fierce

3 strangle glass-like

COMPUTER & VIDEO GAMES/ FANTASY SOFTWARE COMPETITION
NAME

ADDRESS .

.

:o the spacecraft, I would take (in not

TION COMPETITION COMPETITION Ci
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With Mirror-soft games, you can
make loads of new friends like Mr Bounce
and Ceasa r the Cat On now, like

Or. Frankenstein, you can create your

as friends and heroes to defeat them.

GAMES CREATOR
Invent your own games. As simpte or as

, ::-,

For thedKhe Games Creator comes::. :
: Ead demonstrates some of the programs
': '

:
..•....; .

:

' i.-—
- 1 tor in,-

and enemies.



COMPETITION COMPETIJ

[BRUCEWHM DANGERMOUSE!

"Quick, while he's

"Who?"^

"oh!rightl What's uPr
"We've got to stop him

Jrture in every month. Oui «*"=" I spy characters which once answerer

SaarBRKSss
Something has to be done!

1 Shut to theVst people who come

'p with the best suggestions.

le questions on famous

imU.N.C.LE. andClim

. of Dangermouse for the Spectrum and

CBM 64, the entries poured in.

There were 100 Dangermouse games each

i be won for the Speclrum and Commodore

64 — thanks to Creative Sparks. Prizes an

fS'WSS.fsi ==*YOU'RE EVIL - BUT WE LIKE YOU

Cheshi: l; Andrew
Palace Software has given 23 Sutcliffe, Lanes; Mark White, Staffs; J

J copies of their brand new game The Brotherton, Lanes; Stephen Hail, Not-
Evil Dead, based on the horror movie wich; Barry Waghorn, Staffs; I

| of the same name, an Evil Dead tee- Dunk , icr Cowie,

C&VG memory bin.
With this collection of goodies as. ....

I prizes, we thought the questions Momoniat, Lanes; Kevin Carey, Ire-
1 should be sufficiently spine chilling land; Robin Broad, Glos; John Berris,

to warrant giving away these games. Peterborough; Mr Gillings, Don-
are: Sissy Spacek caster; T Murphy, LondonSp: .

.

played the part of Carrie, Michael Steplu

la.

more

Jackson starred in Thriller, Christine
a car and the series of modem

horror films is Halloween.
Well done to the winners — the

I games are on the way.
I Richard Taulbut, Middlesex:
Malcolm Bergh, Enfield: Doug

SS&.ssbi.NSi

THE WINNERS!

Book ofAdventure are:

Aian Clark of Whitfield, Dundee;
Stephen Watson of Nether Heyford,

Northampton; Kieron Donoghue of

East Herrington. Sunderland;
Raymond Bartiett of Queens Park,

Bournemouth; Ian Luffman of Nailsea,

Avon; Derek Ward of Thame, Oxford;

Dewsbury; Philip Waterhouse of

Unsworth, Bury; and Ewan Watson of

Balbeggie, Perthshire. A signed copy
of the book is on its way to each of

c°«pEt,t,o"
Lop£»*r,oNs

leith

Campbell put his letter to one side

and a moment later it was whisked up
and sniffed in a file!

After searching for hours, Keith

decided to SAVE GAME and would
like to hear from the reader who sug-

gested that the programmer should

arrange for the computer to blow up
on successful completion of the game!
Don't all write in, though, because
Keith took the precaution of entering

the letter on his database and will be
search for it, given the

Completion
Time

3! This i

to the file where he will be able to

MPETITION CC



Discount

Computer

Software

Registered No. 1795113
Telephone: (0256) 51444
16 Coates Close, Brighton h

Basingstoke RG22 4£E

AMAZING SOFTWARE BARGAINS BY MAIL, 100s OF TITLES AVAILABLE!

TELEPHONE ORDERS WELCOME. WRITE OR RING NOW FOR FULL DETAILS

16 Coates Close, Brighton Hill,

1

Basingstoke RG22 4EE

SEND

p: eaS e debit n

Access No ..

SEND SAE FOR UP TO DATE LIST OF OUR AMAZING BARGAINS



OLYMPIC HOLIDAY

til Spectrum in the
of their home in Old Coulsdon, a
sleepy suburb of Croydon, just

outside London. The next they were
sitting in the Olympic Stadium in Los
Angeles watching the track and field

events and soaking up the sun!

That's what reading Computer &
Video Games does for you! Gavin

r Automata-
Olym day

competition and the prize w
day trip to Los Angeles — all

expenses paid — with tickets for the
top Olympic events and the
Executive Suite in the Sheraton Hotel
in Anaheim.
Gavin correctly identified all the

events of the decathlon from screen
shots of the Activision game featured
in the July issue of C&VG

This is the story of two

Computer & Video Games

readers who entered our great

Olympic competition and found

themselves on a flight to Los

Angeles, USA! They went to the

Olympics, Disneyland and had

the holiday of a lifetime - just

because they picked up C&VG.

Makes you think doesn't it? Next

time it could be you - but

meanwhile why not read all

about Gavin and Nathan's trip to

America?

He also came up with a nifty little

slogan all about C&VG which went
like this: "Mega-Supa, Software
Smashing, Bad Game Bashing, Has
No Trash In, Ever So Dashin' —

Gavin came up to London to

receive his prize from the PiMan who
jogged up from Portsmouth specially

to present the tickets and £S00
spending money from the Pi-Man's
very own bank account. Then a
couple of days later they were off —
flying high above the Atlantic toward
Los Angeles.
Once they arrived, they soon made

Mends — many young Americans

space-age roller coaster wi
and death defying loops! Gavin and
his brother also visited Knott's Berry

Farm — a sort of Wild West theme
park — with more giant roller coaster

At the Olympics, the brothers saw
Carl Lewis make one of his record
breaking runs, watched the heart-

stopping finish to the Ladies'
Marathon and watched Daley
Thompson going for gold.

It was all over too quickly for the

two boys - who told C&VG
afterwards. "It was really great. We'd
like to go back one-day. Thanks
C&VG for such a great prize!"

Which only goes to show that the

biggest and best prizes are always in

Computer 4 Video Games.
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Available for B.B.C. Model "B",
Electron, Spectrum: and Commodore 64.
Espionage is available from all leading
High Street Stores and quality Computet
Games Specialists.

p*.£8.95
Retailers contact Mr. Len Fisher 01

our telephone hot-line (0642) 227223.

i

AGAME OF INTRIGUE & SKILL IN THE OIL BUSINESS.



GAM E S NEWS
fete

TAKE FIVE!
win £25.

challenge set by a brant)

new game from a brand new
software company. The
game is called Eureka! and
the software company is

Domark.

another victim in the £25, COO richer! Domark Andromeda teams led I

gladiator arena. have set a 15 month time Hungarian programmer

But solving the Adven- limit on the game — so Oonat Kiss and Andr;

tures is only a part of you'll need to be quick. Csazar.

getting that £25,000 reward To make it fair to every- They have included son

for ving

Adventure -
tot

Commodore 64. Domark
describe Eureka! as the

ultimate computer epic. It

consists of five linked

Adventures which take you

u- game will be released graphics and used some

jh simultaneously worldwide video-style split screen

contains riddles and on October 31st — and techniques which make

Masquerade-style illustra- Domark guarantee that Eureka a visually interest

tions which give you clues games will be dispatched ing game as well as ar

to their final solution, on that date. entertaining adventure

Unravel the riddles and you The storyline for Eureka! Here at C&VG we had i

build up a secret telephone was devised by Ian Living- sneak preview of one of th<

number. stone — the author of Adventures and reckon tha

Get the entire number — several Fighting Fantasy that £25,000 will be hard l<

dial it — and you could be gamesbooks — and was get — but you'll enjoy th<

roi

the Second World War
id Colditz and finally right

3 to date with an 007-style

jy Adventure.
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GAMES NEWS

MOON MANOEUVRES
h of four moons.

hit vidoo Each moon is heavily guarded by

game for the Atari VCS, is now available hostile Base Carriers, short range inter-

on the 4Bk Spectrum, thanks to a deal ceptors and death towers. Using radar to

signed between US software company locate the pioneers, pilots of Moon-

Imagic and CheetahSoft. sweeper have to skim across the moons

Moonaweeper, converted to the in a 3D display, avoiding or attacking

Spectrum by CheetahSoft, is a rescue hostile forces,

mission in deep space. Piloting the Supplied on cassette, the game
Moonsweeper Raider, players are sent the

IT'S THAT MOUSE AGAIN

up marriages and raining children's

minds. Id mention just two. But, up

to now that Is, never ol lelling bad

kes.

Computerworld Software had the

unusual Idea ol collecting vast

numbers ol short jokes and one-

Hot on the haels of Danger-
mouse in Double Trouble,

featured exclusively in last

month's C&VG, comes Creative Sparks hiv

Dangvrmouse in BJack Forest whole range of gamaahni up Wing Commander for the &
na and a massive tonr pai
•ni Adventure called Maenem -

i for the 64.

The program works In four

different modes. The lirst mode just

runs through all 500 jokes "

sequence. The second throws

in a random order and

exploding.

le 48k Spectrum and costs £7.96.

TO 1

jnson,

YOU MUST
BE JOKING!BBB

you i I you have any computer jokes

or joke programs. Send them into

us here at Computer S Video

Games. Please mark Coi

Jokes an the outside o

Following Daley Thompson's
phenomenal performance at the

Los Angeles Olympics, several

software companies have been
quick to release games based on
the decathlon.
Ocean's Decathlon is the only

one of the games which has been
personally endorsed by the
athlete himself.

But the linking of Daley and
Ocean's program has not over-

impressed the game

30

YET MORE
OLYMPIC GAMES!
Activiston's Decathlon has
received much greater praise

from magazines and the Industry

and In a comparative review in

last month's C&VG, Activision

Another two games with a
sporting flavour are Olympics by
CRL and Data-base. The Database

game offers a version tor the

BBC.
One game that may well over-

take all the other games on the

last bend is Konami's Hyper
Olympics on the new MSX
computers from Japan. It is

certainly the best sports
simulation we have s

The arcade versions of both ^
Hyper Olympics andTiack &
have also done well in

Olympic year.

of both .

k& Field k
in this W
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For the price of ten aliens you <

communicate with far friendlier



(he bu n.erits of being able to

care with other computer users,

tting your computer save money on new
software as well as helping improve
your programming skills.

And wouldn't you be betterinform-
ed if your computer kept you up to date
with' new developments'in the
computer world.

Just a few of the ways in which our
Modem helps a Commodore 64
become more useful to you.

Fitted in seconds.

Our Modem is as easv to fit as it is to

use. One end slots into your
Commodore 64's cartridge port the
other plugs into your telephone line."

Computer Pals,

\e installed a Modem yi

e with all other

ark togetherVI ..»
f And even play chess.

Now you see it.

You'll be able to see page after page

cannow bzSssSS'
ier beings. Compunet it's new and

unique.

fjani n

it Compunet'
[limodorc 64 Modem owners.

It's the most advanced communicat
tern designed for home computer use
At last you can work hand-in-hand

Boca u se vo u can send and receive infi

This ;1m<J in

Software galore.

And a lot of it's free. Free
|

education, free information.

Because you can now select soi

ware from Cum pi met 'her. s.sv

it on to cassette or disk.

What's more, highly prize
software from leading

companion:-, on offer, thanks
to our Modem's built in m

You'll also be able to »
pick up useful [lints and tips

'".i- proe,:\iminiri; ~k::is.

Free tuition.

Now your computer can make a serious

contribution to your children's education.

Already Compunet has over 50 free

educational" packages, with subjects ranging from
elementary maths to A-level Physics. And "there's

np In 11! new packages every month.

Our Modern delivers the goods.

You can already shop via Compunet and make
great savings b\ joining Comp-u-card.

Before long, you will be able to view new
property lists, order groceries,organise
your banking and even request insurance quotes.

All in addition to a wide range of services

currently available through other systems.

Free for all.

one year's free subscription to Compunet.
' Representing a saving of 00.
Add to this the reductions you can got on

ninny purchase-- through Compunet and you can
see the obvious values of owning a Modem.

What price the world at your fingertips?

A Modem costs much the same as 10 aliens.

Or, to be precise £9999
Which is money well spent, because a

Modem continualh iv\ italisos your computer.
Making the Commodore 64 a home computer
that should never lose its appeal.

You may find ourModem in the shops, if

Alternatively you can avoid disappointment
and buy direct trom Commodore, Simply complete
the coupon, then well send you aModem, plus
your year's free subscription to Compunet.

fitcommodore %&k&

Northampti iii

I Please send me a Commodore 64 Communications
|

I Modem plus a war's free subscription to

Compunet (worth £30),

' I am enclosing a cheque postal order for £9999

|
(incl. VAT and I'ikP.) made payable to Vicsoft C
' would like my Visa/Access card debited. 3

send me further information. D
NameMr/Mrs/Miss.

.



Tune-intoJet-BootJa^
j

Themassivenil
from English

(Specdload}

ATARI 32K
Cassette
or Disk

Jet-Boot Jack is fast heading for No 1

spot in the Atari games charts.

Because he's absolutely unique.
Jet-Boot Jack is the space-age jet-

powered jogger who takes you on a chase
through the vaults of the Record Pressing
plant, collecting his favourite music as

he goes.

Evil creatures try to thwart his every-

move, but Jacks special bouncing powers
send them hurtling to their deaths!

Sliders and elevators provide access
to new levels - but sometimes they
turn nasty!

With 10 different screens and 6 skill

levels Jet-Boot Jack will stretch your
abilities to the limit.

Which, after all, is what you've come

pect from English

Software.

Jet-Boot Jack and our other

>^ programs are available

from branches of Laskys, Greens and
all good software dealers.

Telephone Sales Hot Line

(Access and Visa) 061-835 1356

THE POWER OF EXCITEMENT
Tin.1 Limlish Software Company, Box 43,

u-he.Mer M603AD Trade Enquiries Tel: 061-835 1358



GAMES NEWS

Following the spate of companies offering very cheap
Spectrum and Commodore 64, yet another software hi

promising games tapes for under £2.

Century City, a new company based in the West Midlan
series of four titles for the IE and 48k Spectrum.
Laser Lord is a fairly typical "protect the world from the nasty googly-eyed

Martians", sort of game. The second game, Man Trap, is a tactical war game,
in which yon yet again "attempt to save the world from almost certain

destruction". Sentinels is Century City's answer to GaJaxians on the

Spectrum. The fourth game is Kamikaze Collector.

I Century is also planning a new range of software costing £2.99 each which
I they claim is comparable with software selling for £6 or £7.

MACHINE MARATHON!

standards required by Guini

Sean was allowed only five

eak for every completed
machines. At all times

orld record. He started, with
friend, 1 7-year-old Paddy Bell,

8.00 am on Tuesday, 28 August.
; Bridlington Computer Cent

paddy gave up. after 30 hours,

Wednesday afternoon . but Sean of day and night thei

, went right through until 10.00am independent invigi

n Thursday 30 August, a total of

it myself this target when I Sean used a ZX81, Commodore
I started, yet when I reached it I still 64, Dragon, BBC and Vic during his

1 felt fresh enough to do a lot more." marathon, which was in aid of the
'

i Guinness Book of Kingfisher Trust, a Bridlington

J Records doesn't have a category
continuous playing of centre for young people in l

computer games, the

35



AUTOMATA U.K.
- The Piman's Software House -

I DEUS EX MACHINA48KSM* Kempsion CRUSOE 4SK Spec. M/C Graphics.

ORDER COUPON
CRUSOE 48KSpec£6. DEUSEXMACHINA 48KSpec£t5[j PIMANIA 48KSpec£10G
KI-tYfcD aaKSpec£6Z GO TO JAIL 48KSpec £6|J OLYMPIMANIA 48K Spec tS\Z

RROMANIA .... 48KSpec£6G PI-BALLED 48K Spec £6[J
PIIN'ERE 48KSpec£6D MORRIS MEETS THE BIKERS .. An V Spec £6Q DARTZ 48K Spec £5[I
YAKZEE..DragDn/48KSpec£5G T-SHIRTS State Size Price £5u NEW WHEELS JOHN? 48K Spec £5^
'BACKCHAT' Speech Synth. CBM64 with Software & Programming Book £25^ Piman's Stereo L.P. Cassette £3C
PIMANIACS CLUB for 20% off all products, Pi-Monthly Magazine. Annual Subscription U.K. £5f j Overseas £7| ]

/ enclose the right money, or debit my ACCESS/VISA Cartl. My Card number is

NO EXTRAS! /
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5AM0KA* SOFTWARE

Castle of tfte Mull lorb

Packaged in a

Special Presentation Box
which includes a

"Free Dust Cover"
for your computer.
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IbriagineYour LifeWas
JustAComputer Game
"In the year 1987, the Depart-

ment of Health and Social

Security police and state
security records of the United

Kingdom were co-ordinated
within a centra! computerised
data bank. The following year all

passport, communications and
censorship operations were
integrated. In 1994 the com-
puter network became respon-

sible for the total defence of

Westblock. Tuesday evening,

after tea and compulsory
prayers, the last mouse on earth

Deus Ex Machine is a labour of

love. Nine months in the

making at Automata's Ports-

mouth base, the game is the most
original concept since the Spectrum
was a gleam in Clive Sinclair's eye.

It is the first computer game to have
a completely synchronised music
soundtrack — which features top

names like Ian Dury, ex-Doctor Who,
Jon Pertwee. comedian Frankie
Howerd and peace campaigner E.P,

Thompson.
The man behind the concept is Mel

Croucher, ex-architect, science
fiction author, radio producer and
musician. Together with Christian

Penfold — the man better known for

dressing up in a pink suit — Mel runs

Automata, home of the PiMan.
Mel wrote the "screenplay" for the

game, performed and recorded all

the music on the soundtrack — and is

now sitting back anxiously awaiting

"I was really disappointed with the

way home computers were being
used," he told C&VC. "I wanted to

show people just what could be done
with the Spectrum and prove that

games could be con-

tried to hide from Mankind
inside the machine. Just before

it died, choked by the machine's
nerve gas defence system, the

last ever mouse dropping
caused a slight accident , ,

."

So runs the scenario for Auto-

mata's latest epic — Deus Ex
Machlna — the first computer
game to come with a synchron-

ised music soundtrack. Tim
Metcalfe, C&VG's Editor, got an
exclusive preview as its creator

Mel Croucher talked about his

computer rock opera.

which tells you just how to f" i*^
'

synchronise the music with i BUdio
the game. And if you can I

push the pause button on I

your cassette player, you'll !

be able to get everything \

running together — it's as V

simple as that. The sound- l

track begins — and so does i

whole new life. What? Well,
|

let me explain a litth

In Mel's vision of

.everything is controlled by one
machine which suddenly — thanks to

last mouse on earth — rebels

linst her programming and
attempts to sneak a "defect" into

society. This "defect" firstly takes

the form of a test tube baby.

In Mel's future everyone comes into

the world conditioned and pro-

grammed from a test tube. But the

Defect is different, he — or she — is

aided by the machine in a bid to

become an individual in a world of

pre-programmed people destined to

follow the party line. ____ -i

Two storyboards
from the planning
stage of Deus Ex

Machina. Mel
wanted visuals

and sound to

match exactly.

Below a screen
shot from the

completed game.

Ti for :lAutomata are well kni

policy of producing non-violent

games. And Mel's feelings on the

subject are echoed in the lyrics of one
of the Machina songs, spoken by Ian

ing on little screens. .And people that

sell violent games to children should
be put away somewhere safe, 'till they

get well again."
Whatever your views on computer

games a
agree that Deus Ex Machina is unique

Let's have a brief run through of the

game. Before you start playing, you
have to listen to a bit of the soundtrack



You play the pait of the machine as
you have to guide this new life

through the many hazards of baby-
hood - protecting it from the evil
eyes of the Defect Police - and
guiding it to adulthood.
The game begins in the DNA

welder. The machine's creation is

given basic life. You must help keep
the DNA molecules spinning — the
better you do here, the stronger the
Defect becomes. Then it's on to the
cell producer. Here you have to help
the machine keep the cells alive —
again to increase the strength of the
Defects chance of survival. Then on
to the memory bank where your skills
are needed to give the Defect intel-

The machine has to steal an egg
from the Belle Bank before going on to
the Beau Bank where the Defect really
begins to take shape.
The machine smuggles the Defect

into the Incubator, where the Defect
Police are still attempting to discover

Defect from their probes and defend
his cocoon. All the while a per-
centage figure in the corner of the
screen is changing You must keep it

as high as possible to be as strong as
possible for the next stage. The Defect
is about to be bom.

From the cover ot Oeus Ex Machine

The machine has helped the Defect
reach the Umbilicus where all the test
tube babies are processed. The
Defect Police scan the Umbilicus with
electronic eyes to detect Defects such
as you — avoid them at all costs.
The future is then in your own

hands. The machine can help no
longer — apart from hiding your
illegal records deep in her memory
banks. You face your next challenge,
the Defect Police interrogation tanki

Inside the machine you have
developed special powers which
now come into play as you defend
yourself from the psychic probes. If

they break through, your resolve will
be weakened — and already you have

of i

The final challenge of side one
the game is to develop emotions like
love, hate, and guilt. Your time of

leave the Under! evels.
Side two finds you in the Overlevels

— facing life as a soldier dedicated to
serving the Defect Police. Little do
they know as you jump to then-
commands that you are playing a wait-
ing game — and like the machine are
planning to rebel.

Finally you take over, defeating the
Defect Police and destroying their
control. You have total control over
your own destiny. You can either turn
toward good or evil. Your past will
make all the difference in this stage of
life. Your entity-percentage keeps on
changing until suddenly you enter
second childhood — old age.

downhill from then on. Your

and Frankie Howerd as the Defect
Police chief. If you don't believe
Frankie Howerd can rap, then listen to
his song on the audio tape. Frankie
goes to Automata? Well, maybe not!
Mel hopes that people who play the

game will get more than just an hour's
worth of entertainment out of it. He
hopes it will provoke a few thoughts
about life, the universe and every-
thing.

"It is non-violent, non-sexist,
positive, provoking and funny," he
says. "The antidote to the numbing
'games' of computer simulated
destruction which I personally find
sickening."

The programmer who translated
Mel's ideas into a computer
experience was Andrew Stagg, Auto-
mata's full time boffin who jomed the
company a year ago following an
ITeC course in Portsmouth.
His internal clock which runs

independently of the game is the key
to the whole program. The clock runs
in sync, with the soundtrack and
keeps everything running along
nicely in time. It could also be the
key to a whole new generation of
"soundtrack games",
Andrew worked closely with Mel -

developing his storyboards and turn-
ing the ideas into graphics and game.
You can see from the storyboards Mel
gave us that the audio and visual
tracks had to be closely integrated to
meet Mel's exacting demands.

"I kept asking Andrew to do things
and he'd say 'It can't be done' — but
he went away and did it!"

Did Andrew have any problems
converting the concept into a game.
"Lots!" he said. "But Mel wrote every-
thing down very clearly which made it

"I had terrible trouble with the
scoring system It was difficult work-
ing out the percentages."
Mel composed and played all the

music on the audio tape himself— and
recorded and produced it upstairs at

Automata's office. The only parts
recorded in a London studio were the
vocal tracks.

Dens Ex Machina could be the
make or break game for Automata.
Both Mel and Christian said that if the
industry doesn't give the game the
recognition it certainly deserves, then
they may well take their talents away
to start doing something else.
Dens Ex Machiim is the computer

equivalent of Pink Floyd's The Wall—

r about the philosophy behind the
game, you must take a look at it. It

i could just be the shape of things to

Detuc Ex Macnina runs on a 4Bk
Spectrum and costs £15 and is avail-
able from Automata, 27 Highland
Road, Portsmouth, Hampshire P04
9DA. Tel: (0705) 735243.
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NOW KONAMI BRINGS A WHOLE WORLD
OF ADVENTURE IN YOUR HOME

WITH
MSX CARTRIDGES

KONAMI LTD.
Television House, 269 Field End Road, Eastcote, Ruislip, Middx. JA4 9LS

Tel 01-429 2446 Telex 883978 KONAMI G
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HISTORY OF MSX

GAMES REVIEWS

BUYER'S GUIDE

MSX BASIC REVIEWED

LETTER FROM JAPAN

GAMES LISTING
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9kUbU!M:M.
OUR SPECTRUM

Outperforms anySpectrum interface

* A variety of interfaces including Rom cartridges, two 9way D plugs

for standard joysticks, PLUS full expansion bus at rear

* Compatible with Kempston and Protek protocols.

* Works with latest Quekshot Mk II auto rapid-fire joysticks!

* Choice of Rom cartridge ortape cassette software.

* Instant program loading with cartridge software.

* Built-in power safety device- unique to Ram Turbo.

*rt*

Or call our credit card hot line on 02514 25252. (feces

Visa welcome).

Ram Electronics (Fleet) Ltd, 106 Fleet Road, Fleet, Hampshire

GU138PA

Please send me:

Spectrum Turbo Interface® at £22.95

+ £lp+p (overseas orders £3p+p)

Qutekshot II JoystKkfs) at £9.95

(Onlywhen purchased with Turbo- normally£ 12.95 + £1 p+ p)

I enclose cheque/postal order or charge my Access/Vrsa for £

H5 I MINI II tthh
Name.

* Incredible value -only £22.95.

So don't wart around- simply complete

the coupon and send it to us today.

Trade and export enquiries welcome.



COMPETITION

WIN A FABULOUS
64K CANON V-20
MSX COMPUTER!!

manufacturer,
have diversified
into the world of

They have given us a V-30 MSX computer, their top range model and five
joysticks to give away. To win, answer three simple questions below and
send your entry to Canon MSX Competition, Computer * Video Games.
Priory Court, 30-33 Farringdon Lane, London EC 1 R 3AU, The closing date isNovember 35th.

QUESTIONS
1. What was Canon the official supplier of, ac the the
recant Lob Angeles Olympics?
H. MSX has s special graphics chip to handle the
screen display. How many sprites can MSX produce?
3. What kind of eoftware would you like to aee
written for MSX computers?

PRIZES
WIN A MITSUBISHI
MSX COMPUTER!
Our friends at Mitsubishi Electric have given us an MSX
computer, an MLF-80 and two joysticks to go with it, to
give away in this special issue of Computer & Video

The MLF-80 and MLF-48 are two of the most elegantly
made MSX computers around.
One could be yours if you can answer three simple,

questions on the MSX standard. Send you entry to
Mitsubishi MSX Competition. Computer & Video Games
Priory Court, 30-32 Farringdon lane, London ECIR 3AU
The closing date is November 25th.

QUESTIONS

CANON MSX COMPETITION,

C&VG

computsra?
e. Who wrota the Basic used In theM8X computers?
3. What kind of peripherals would you
like to buy if you h—'

-

MITSUBISHI MSX COMPETITION, C&VG |

Post code

ANSWERS

J 3 1



the onlychoice

ZEN Assembler Kuma FORTH Home Budget

An outstandingselectionfromKuma'srapidly expandingrange
ofEntertainment and Application Software for the MSX
Micro-computer. »™«™^^™ M ^ M -
Books: ' s

u™mrempiAP. 5?~s,h.

M??- ....
*

• Starting with the MSX
• The MSX Red Book
Accessories:

• RS232C Interface
• Speech Synthesiser
• Parallel Interface

Available from your nearestMSX Stockist. ^ — — _ _ _ _ _ _ ,

V^y Ptease send full catalogue on MSX products.



GAMES

PROGRAMS

WANTED
C&VG is constantly looking
for good games programs to

publish in our magazine. We
are especially interested in
MSX software as we expect
many of our readers will be
MSX owners next year. If you
have written a good game
between 1 and 5k, do send it to
ns with the software form
provided in the main section
of C&VG. Remember, we do
pay for every program
published.

EDITOR'S COMMENT

Having had a detailed look at

every aspect of the MSX standard
— its hardware, the MSX Basic and
the software now produced — it is

straight.

During the past few months, it

seems the MSX standard has been
:;:ised by the technical

press for using the now ageing
Z80 microprocessor and thus
freezing the technology. Some say
that because of the choice of the
chips inside the MSX machines, it

is impossible to write good games
on them. It seems that these
people were unable to review the
machines or just had a few days to

The lack of availability of MSX
machines to review was entirely

due to the MSX working group's
policy of sending out every single
preproduction MSX computer they
could ship from Japan to software
houses in the UK so they can
produce a large amount of MSX
software in time for the launch.
The policy was applied in Japan
last year and the i

which can produce graphics that

match those in the coin-operated
arcade machines. Just look at one
of Konami's games on a demo and
see for yourself. The graphics and
the background music in their

games are truly amazing.
Another common criticism

against MSX is that the standard
freezes technology, thus creating a

computers at a price of home
computers, but look at the mess
Sinclair is in with the QL. Delayed
and bug-ridden, it is so
unorthodox that most people are
having to struggle to produce any-
thing for the QL.
On the other hand, the MSX is so

standard and the Z80 chip familiar

with many people that producing
and peripherals is

MSX ,

now. in Japan, there are
exotic add-ons like synthesisers,

video superimposition units, lase

disc adapters, computer control!

hi-fis, apart from the usual

printers, joysticks and ROM-bast
software. MSX-DOS and the disc

drives will be launched some tin

early next year.

3d. Having got in touch with a exciting products for MSX and,

e plenty of gi

nthe
recently, C&VG knov
that there will be a temendous

tount of MSX software released

ecause of the choice of the chips
>r MSX, it is not possible to

graphics games on

MSXn
of y.

. This iu'.diVl

rong, MSX is the only

mpheral from any
company.
As for reliability and dealer

back-up, the Japanese always
excel themselves. If you are in any
doubt about MSX, go to your local

dealer and have a go. It's the best
way to find out what MSX is really



HISTORY OF MSX
No, MSX i»n't a
new kind of stunt
cycle— it'a a range
of new computers
from Japan, menu-

THE SHAPE OF
THINGS TO COME...

Sato looks at the
hlatory of MBX
and how "it eame to

One unique company stands right in

the centre of the MSX boom which is

currently sweeping Japan and which
> land in the UK, That

company is ASCII, the Japanese
equivalent of Clive Sinclair.

No other company has

come up with

revolutionary concept for the

Japanese computer industry

than ASCII. They
'

standards which a large

number of manufacturers

Previously the Japanese
computer industry was
divided, with each company
producing computers totally

incompatible with others and
producing machines within

one company which
only slightly compatible.
The Japanese computer industry

badly needed some kind of industrial

:, because there

The improvements to the 4.S version

were made in the US as well as in

Japan and it is believed that the

provisional version of MSX

rs ago, ASCII's vice-

Nishi, who originally

signed the deal with Microsoft to

distribute their Basic in the Far East,

started having discussions with a

" e kind of standard

for home computers — similar in

concept to that of video machines.
Nishi got a very favourable

response from many people and
decided that it was about time they

worked on a new version of

Microsoft Basic,

Thus was bom MSX Basic, a

conversion of Microsoft Basic 4.S,

with considerable enhancements.

48

jfacturers. held the very first

MSX press conference in Tokyo on
16 June 1983. Immediately, another

company announced a rival standard

and, for a fortnight, it was much
speculated that there might be yet

another trade war similar to that

between Betamax and VHS video

Nishi went to see the president of

the rival company and successfully

convinced him to take up the MSX
standard too. By Christmas 1983,

ufacturers

selling 12 different models
of MSX. Some companies
released three different

versions ofMSX at the initial

launch MSX captured 30
of the home

computer market in Japan
by spring 1984. That's when
the MSX companies started

to consider exporting the

computers. However, up
until then, none of the

manufacturers had any

success selling home
computers abroad. The

was that they decided to work
together and export to Europe only,

j;— They felt that the

dangerous a market to

at first.

In Spring of this year, all the MSX
manufacturers who had decided to

export to the UK formed the MSX
Working Group to help software

houses write MSX software,
providing hardware and technical

companies.
At the moment there are eight

members in this MSX Working
Group. They are Toshiba, Sony, JVC,

Hitachi, Sanyo, Teleton, Mitsubishi

and Canon, Most of them will be

" efully

standard.

The primary difference between
the Japanese MSX and the UK version

is that most of them are 64k machines
which are MSX-D
compatible.
In Japan, most MSX machines have

""" because the

arly

The MSX manufacturers have
recognised that the UK public are far

more advanced than the Japanese

and wouldn't stand for a tiny RAM
capacity. The disc drives are now on

sale in Japan and it is hoped that they

will be here in spring '85.

That's the history of MSX — the

Q around the comer.
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THE ULTIMATE IN AMERICAN SOFTWARE

FOR YOU ON U.S. GOLD
U.S. Gold is stocked by all leading computer stores

including:

BOOTS WHSMITMJl
DEALERS! For information on how to becom
il ckLsl mti to: Centres tt Ltd (Jnrt 24, Tip1

Estate. BloomField Road. I pt

Overseas enquiries welcome. AllPwwncmSrfWkwe



>ne person alone could go \

Pitfall Harry into (he Lost Caverns.,

You!

,«p«

Oh Harry. This time he's gone too far.

Somewhere, buried deep in the lost caverns

of Machu Pichu, Peru, lies the stolen and, of course,

priceless Raj Diamond, along with a hoard of
missing gold bars.

Harry's little niece Rhonda and Quiekdaw, her

cowardly cat,are supposed to be with him, but they
strayed away andarelostinthe bowels of the caves.

A wealthy university has asked him, while he's

cleaning this mess up, to capture an elusive stone-

What fun.

He just has to avoid the

Oh yes. And the wickedly clawed condors.

Running on
Commodore 64, Sinclair Spectrum &

MSX System at your usual software store.

The electric eels. And a very nasty line in thirsty

vampire bats.

So you can see Harry could do with some help.

All you'll have to help you are your wits and
some gas-filled balloons to bridge the wider chasms.
And you'll be in for the game of your life.

One thing puts Activision Software out on its

own. The way you goon running it month after

month. And Pitfall II is no exception.

Lose yourself in the world of

AcfiVisioN



(MACHINE: All MSX
SUPPLIER: Konami
FORMAT: Cartridge

PRICE: N/A

Track & Field was 1

surprise arcade hit

GAMES REVIEWS

i Japan and graphics.

see yourself

in detailed

sally i

I America as well a

versions of

- Track & Field 1

and Track & Field 2, each
ining lour events. (They

jump. You have lo bash the I

RUN key as fasl as possible ,

and, just before the line, i

throw (he javelin by pressing I

the JUMP (space) key. The ;

angle of the throw depends
on how long you press (he I

The longer you press
'

. I -i ,h 'irdb, I am nol

nmering if you are totally

n Japan. Konami and Sony

As 'with T&FI. the third

event is the toughest — in

this case, it's the higi jump
The principle of the game is

— *- the long jump

country. One thing I know is

thai the Sony Running Mat.
wnch is specially designed
(or Track & Field, won't be

s country.



GAMES REVIEWS

lump oi.t 'i

hole. Calch It and you'

for a long I

-^placed by another

"s games.

3 game to anyone »
a USX computer.

,
remembered as a <

• Addictive quality

• Lasting appeal

• Overall value

• Addictive quality

• Lasting appeal

• Graphics
• Overall value

23

I

MACHINE: All MSX
SUPPLIER: Activiston

Cassette

PRICE: £1195
Decathlon is the MSX
version of -"-

name for the Commo-
dore 64. In ins game,

players can compete In

i he bumps into

i field is almost
n Pole Position

I

All MSX

Cassette

PRICE: £11.96

"You are the Beamridei

Hestric SMie.

ixactty as you

uld in the Olympics. Up to

ir players can participate.

: when playing alone you

ist face the might of a

I

MACHINE: All MSX decathlete

6
With^ach'evlni

SUPPLIER: Activision you accumulate scores and

FORMAT: Cassette the one with the highest

PRICE: £11.95 cumulative score wins the

Another terrible game gold medal,

from Activision. This time In one games cassette,

a version of si I
*s crammed all

with a fighter/bomhe- jcl ten events starting with the

flying at extreme low 100 metres, then long jump,

level along a meandering shot put, high jump, 400m,

river. In your path are enemy 110m hurdles, discus, pole

battleships, hot air balloons, vault, javelin and 1500m.

rd tanks, |ets and helicopters. To go through the entire list

So Shoot them with your cannon of events one after another is

thai

you get

j pass. Because quite exhausti

mming the surface Graphically,

courtesy c

enough for anyone to pi

thing about this gai

kinds of enemy i

> spoil I by not

r MSX'S graphics

capability to the

.

t¥ 4 • Add! live qualltv 7

3
6 • Grap

g game
* Overall value * • Over
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MACHINE: All MSX
SUPPLIER: Kuma

.asserts

PRICE: £5.95

archaeologist exploring

an underground dungeon

— you are dead. Fortunately,

you are equipped with bombs
which you can plant. Blasting

your way in rough the maze,

GAMES REVIEWS
rs, Charlie could [all off

| quite easily.

I^lcf*"™*

ndrTs

'

"hro'ugh a'n' obS
SUPPLIER: Korami course The filth event
FORMAT; Cartridge however, is the most difficult"

PRICE: N/A Its the flying trapeze with

Jusl as you thought trampolines, I can't get
Konami had exhausted through this bil yet, but I shall.

Track S Field and Hyper- Compared with the lion

Shorts, they've come up riding, the graphics in the

ith a multi-event circus trapeze event are rather jerky

You are the Baker, Joe, in

charge ot automatic baking
machines Your job starts at

9.00 in Ihe morning by
switching the machine on.

must look afler — the first

one moulds the shape, ihe

second ferments and the third

bakes the bread. Each
machine s joined together on
a series ol conveyor belts and

Floaters or exit the maze, you i

proceed to the next level. As ;

you progress. Ihe number ol

Floaters increase You may
,

plant up lo five bombs at any t

Circus Charlie is

the Temple of Doom, you will

- r
.

'
, the concept of the

good, [he game is

et-down because of

se of graphics. 1 am
; graphics are slow

and etui The Floaters are

each time si

enjoyed playii

Addictive Quality: Graphics:

Will you be hooked by
this game, playing until

the wee hours of the
morning? Or will you fall

asleep with boredom? A
score of 10 means the
software requires a
Government health
warning, means you
have been had, S means

This category judges how
effectively the software
utilises MSC graphics. 10
means that the game can
be placed in the arcades
as it is and 20p a time
charged, while means
that the screen is blank.

Overall Value:

Lasting Appeal: playable, addictive and

A score of 10 means it

will last nntil your com-
puter breaks down while

chuck it in the bin.

paid? A score of 10 means
you are daft not buying it.

means you been ripped
off. A reasonably good
game will score over S.

lour loav es ol bread. The

as Ihe mt
's the flipping
jnning all over the

bakery and trying ihelr best to

screw you up, [hat are [he

problem. 'hese racoons are
terribly laughty and get

It as Ihe ceiling and
hiding b

They'll steal your

bread and try to bump you off.

They alS' cause havoc by
otf the machines.

above the mam screen gives

a°d swltchTonToTelume

rscoorfsonThe^Lngwilllry
and steal our bread by using

and the lion are burned to in

binders Occasionally, a
smaller hoop with a bag of u

Ihrough it carefully and you o

gel extra points. The graphics

excellent the animation of

don'i know.

• Addictiv
• Lasting

• Graphic

• quality a

8
8
8

MACHINE: All MSX
I SUPPLIER: Konami

I FORMAT: Cartridge

I PRICE: N/A

Doodle) is excellent.

short description, I iear,

Ihe game clearly But believe

It is a challenging game

lo go beyond level tnree. i

'm an addict. So will you be.

5H
• Addictive quality 9
• Lasting appeal 8

• Overall value 9



GAMES REVIEWS
MANUFACTURER: Toshiba

MACHINE NAME: HX-10

PRICE: £279

RAM: 64k

INTERFACES: 2 joystick ports

1 printer port

1 cartridge slot

1 expansion port

COMMENTS:
ASX will be the most widely

available MSX computer Wis year Hue f

its massive marketing power and its

strong commitment to the UK market.

Expect to see it in high street dealersit Toshiba dealers.

MANUFACTURER: Sony

MACHINE NAME: HB-75

PRICE: £299

RAM: 64k

INTERFACES: 2 joystick ports

1 printer port

2 cartridge slots

MANUFACTURER: Sanyo

MACHINE NAME: MPC-100

PRICE:

RAM:

£299.95

64k

INTERFACES: 2 joystick ports

1 printer port

1 cartridge slot

1 expansion port

MANUFACTURER: JVC

MACHINE NAME: HC-7-GB

PRICE: £279

RAM: 64k

INTERFACES: 2 joystick ports

1 printer port

1 cartridge slot



32k ROM for MSX Basic
32k or Mk RAM
plus 16k of video RAM

256 X 192 high
resolution graphics
37 x 24 text mode
16 colours
32 sprites

3 channel with 8 octave

facility

1200 or 2400 b;

Standard MSX cartridge

Atari type

MANUFACTURER: Mitsubishi

MACHINE NAME: MLF-48

PRICE: £249

RAM: 32k

I

INTERFACES: 2 joystick ports

1 printer port

2 cartridge slots

COMMENTS:
:.- a smaller RAM but th

TAM available to Basic prograr
the same as that in 64k MSX computers.
Most commercial software will run on

|

MANUFACTURER: Mitsubishi

|

MACHINE NAME: MLF-80

|

PRICE: £299

RAM: 64k

i INTERFACES: 2 joystick ports

1 printer port

2 cartridge slots

COMMENTS:
The Mitsubishi MLF-80 is possibly the
most attractive computer about, Its

keyboard is of professional typewriter

quality and had enough RAM to support
disc drives which Mitsubishi plans to

release early next year.

MANUFACTURER: Canon

MACHINE NAME: V20

PRICE: £280

RAM: 64k

INTERFACES: 2 joystick ports

1 printer port

2 cartridge slots

|

MANUFACTURER: Spectfavideo

i MACHINE NAME: SVI 728

64k

2 joystick ports

1 printer port

1 cartridge slot

1 expansion port

COMMENTS:
Cheapest 64k machine around bu
availability is uncertain. It is the c

one with numeric keyboard.
Spectravideo expect to release CI

well as MSX/DOS disc systems.

* Please note that the prices quoted In

the fact file may be different, as some
manufacturers had nol firmly fixed the

price at the lime of writing.



MSX BASIC REVIEWED

SETTING A
STANDARD
When Microsoft decided to set up a

standard computer system for the

home micro, they recognised the

need for a Basic which is easy to use

as well as sophisticated. So many
times in the past, the Basic had been
either too elementary like Sinclair,

too complicated, as with the BBC, or

just plain user-unfriendly as in the

Commodore.
Microsoft, however, have not

always been entirely innocent in this

respeet. They once created an off-

the-shelf Basic which was by no
means user-friendly, although they

were one of the first companies to

actually attempt to put a Basic into an
eight-bit micro, during the pioneer-

ing days of the late seventies.

Because the micro revolution was
well under way when Microsoft

started rewriting their Basic, they had
an advantage. They knew exactly

what the general public wanted their

computer to do. Play games!
Games programming requires

good graphics and sound. MSX Basic

is extremely versatile in both these

areas. You'll be surprised that the

MSX Basic has so many graphics

facilities. It even incorporates a

complete graphics sub-language
called the Graphics Macro Language
(GML).
Usi Mat

Language, you can draw detailed

U. D, L, and R for drawing lines up,

down, left and right. Apart from the

UDLR commands, you may draw
diagonally with other one-letter-

commands or alternatively you can
draw a straight line to any point of the

GML is extremely comprehensive.
Within it, you may change the colour
of a drawing, change the scale and
draw diagonally. It even allows you
to draw the same shapes repeatedly
in different sizes or at different angles

The high resolution graphics mode
gives you a resolution of 193 by 256

pixels with the use of 16 colours. As
you will probably see from the

commercial software available now
— especially Antartic Advemuie by
Konami, reviewed elsewhere in this

supplement — you can have corn-

One of the great things

about the MSX standard
is that, for the first time
in the history of com-
puting, we have a well

balanced language suit-

able for both the
beginner and the
advanced user.

puter graphics almost comparable to

those of an arcade machine.
What makes MSX graphics even

more exciting is the machine's sprite

handling capabilities. Sprites are

user defined shapes which can be
placed on the screen without

disturbing the background and have

an ability of moving without causing

any flicker. Sprites are often used in

high speed arcade games. Fans of

Jeff Minter will no doubt know how
effective sprites are when used in

high speed zap-'em-all arcade

You may use up to 32 of these

and you can define up to 236 sprite

patterns. This makes it very easy to

animate sprites even in Basic.

To define a sprite you use SPRITES
and to place a sprite onto the screen
use the PUT SPRITE command. That's

all. Nothing could be simpler.

To move a sprite, all you've got to

do is to execute another PUT SPRITE
command with a different co-

ordinate. The computer will erase the

original sprite and place it at the new
co-ordinates automatically without

MSX has a number of other features

rarely seen in other Basic. These are

event handling statements which
keep a look out for a particular event

and which then interrupt the current

program and jump to a subroutine on
the occurrence of that event. For

computer react to the pressing of a

trigger button on the joysticks, oi io

the space bar or even the collision of

particularly useful for shoot-'em-up

MSX has a very sophisticated

sound generator chip. This chip will

allow you to produce wonderful

sound effects in three channels. The
MSX computer does not have a built-

in speaker, and therefore uses the TV
speaker, but it can be connected to a

hi-fi amplifier if desired.

Apart from sound effects, MSX can
play music using a special sub-

language called the Music Macro
Language. It's used in a similar way
to the Graphic Macro Language. As
long as you can read sheet music,

you can program any tune since all

keys on the piano are represented.

Since there are three channels to

output sounds and provision for

shaping the sound wave, you can
program quite a complex tune.

As you can see, MSX Basic has

everything necessary for pro-

gramming good games software in

simple Basic. The process of pro-

gramming itself has been made quite

easy by Microsoft's sensible choice

of a screen editor.

Microsoft Basic used to have a very

awkward line editor. They have done
away with this and replaced it with a

cursor controlled, full screen editor.

All you have to do is to move the

cursor with the arrow keys and make
the necessary changes to the

program by typing over, deleting or

inserting characters.

There is a number of advanced
editing facilities like autoline num-

bering, block deletion, partial re-

numbering, etc.. The error messages
are in plain English so you don't have

to look up confusing error codes.

MSX Basic is also equipped with an

error handling facility. This means
that you can make the computer trap

errors while it is executing the

program without actually halting and
dropping you back to command
level. You can make the computer go
straight to an error handling
subroutine instead, to deal with the

There are approximately 150 Basic

keywords in MSX Basic. Many of

them have more than one mode of

operation. Take, for example, the

LINE statement. It can draw lines,

rectangles, or boxes in any colour

you wish. This kind of flexibility gives

you the power to write complex
software without having to write a

long and intricate program.

MSX Basic's arithmetic is in 14-digit

double precision with the option of

single precision and integers. You
can call machine code subroutines

from Basic and also expand the MSX
Basic further by adding a plug in

cartridge.

As you can see, MSX gives a good
introduction to Basic programming

tor beginners, while at the same time

giving ample opportunity for further



Castle Of Terror is a suberb graphic adventure • Multi-word "English Language" style

game set in the 1880's when and where
"Oracula" stories abounded. You are in a

village near a large Castle in which the
secretive Count lives. You must travel about
the village, collecting items which may be of

use to you on your bold mission.

input

* Superb, highly detailed graphics

Iiade enquiries welcome.

Please send me your free catalogue.

COMMODORE 64 SOFTWARE

DCommodweH Classic Iflivn

D Commodore 64 Hungry Hnface

D Commodore «ii

DHC0.5.+ .

SPECTRUM 48K SOFTWARE

You must also find out what your mission is

talking to the right people. But don't be
fooled!

Surviving is success enough, but escaping

with the treasure is the ultimate achievement

and won't be easily accomplished!

CASTLE
<f
TERROR
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KONAMI GAMES
CARTRIDGES

Konami, who made its name as one of

the best coin-op arcade companies,
has joined the MSX bandwagon,
launching ten games cartridges in this

country, and you can win one
in this issue of Computer

& Video Games.
Konami is one of the best known

arcade companies in Japan and had a

huge success with Track & Field. Now
you can play the MSX version of TracA
& Field (reviewed in this month's MSX
Supplement) on your MSX computer.
Unhappy with the recent decline of

the arcade market, Konami decided,

wisely, to convert all their arcade
programs to MSX. The result is that

Konami, now (September) has three

games in the top ten MSX software

charts in Japan with the number one
and two positions held by Track &
Field and Antarctic Adventure,
respectively.

Following their huge success in

Japan, Konami has decided to move
into the UK market as soon as the MSX
machines are available and have set

r London. The
initial release will feature ten of their

top selling titles, but more games are

All Konami 's games are held in

ROM cartridges so all you have to do
to start the game is to plug it into your

MSX computer's cartridge slot. No
i messing about with loading

from cassette tape re

The standard of Konami's games is

high, almost arcade quality. This is not

surprising since Konami has about 100

staff on research and development
and uses one of the most powerful

mini-computers around, Data
General's MV10000, which out-

performs many mainframe computers

around.
Because of MSX's 16-colour high

resolution graphics and sprite facility,

Konami was able to produce high

quality computer graphics previously

impossible with other micros. The
background music is amazing, too.

Thanks to our friends at Konami, we
have 30 games cartridges and 50

Hyper Sports posters to give away. To

win, all you have to do is answer the

question about Konami's past

successes in the arcades. Write your

answers on the coupon below and
send it off to Konami MSX Competi-
tion, Computer 4 Video Games,
Priory Court, 30-32 Farringdon Lane,

London EC 1R 3AU.

s

pfttZES

Isles'
one ot

HE

QUESTION
Out of the following list of arcade games, pick out four

games which were written by Konami:

Time Pilot

Zaxxon

Xevious

Mr. Do

Tempest

Pac-Man

Pole Position

Super Cobra

Hyper Sports

Pooyan

Defender

Space Invaders

Donkey Kong

Track & Field

Juno Fast

C&VG KONAMI MSX COMPETITION,

Address



AT LASTMICROMEGA KINGS OF
SPECTRUM GAMES BRING THEIR |R

QUALITY TO THE COMMODORE 64.

Available through

good computer

sojrss everywhere.



"THE COMPLETEMSX PROGRAMMER'S
GUIDE"
Melbourne House has done it again! It

has just released a fantastic book on
MSX computers entitled The Com-
plete MSX Programmer's Guide — its

660 pages are jam-packed with tons of
vital information about MSX Basic.
Designed as a comprehensive user
manual, it consists of four sections.
The first section is a beginner's

guide to MSX Basic programming
which gives a step by step guide to
computer programming. The second
section is entitled Advanced Pro-
grammer's Guide and gives the vital

information required by advanced
Basic and machine code program-
mers. It has a huge section on
advanced graphics techniques which
should be useful for games program-
mers. The third section is the Basic
keyword reference guide and the
fourth gives details of the MSX BIOS
which is invaluable for machine code

Everything you would want to know
about MSX computers is in this book.
No previous knowledge about com-

puters is required. Just read it through
and you will leam how to program
your MSX computer and progress to
become an expert programmer. For
people who are familiar with Basic,
this book has a very easy to use refer-

unpublished vital facts concerning
the hardware and MSX BIOS.
So what do you have to do in order

to win the Complete MSX Pro-
grammer s Guide? Simply answer two is

easy questions below and send it to b«
Melbourne House MSX Competition, _
Computer * Video Games, Priory J

I (

Court, 30-32 Faningdon Lane, London
EC1R 3AU. The closing date is

November 25th, The editor's decision
is final and no correspondence will

QUESTIONS Ka;-

W Melbourne House, as well as
|

being a computer book pub-
lisher, has published a number of
top selling computer programs.
Name one Adventure game and one
arcade game published by
Melbourne House. You shouldn't
find this too difficult!

E^P Since publishing its first^^ computer book in 1980, for

the ZX80, Melbourne House has
published an array of computer
books for various home computers.
In 20 words or less, please state what
kind of book you would like to see
written for MSX computers.



GAMES LISTING

MAJOR TOM-
"Here am I floating in a tin can,
world. Planet Earth Is blue and
nothing

"

Space Oddity by David Bowie
sll, it turns out that the Moon is yellow
d Major Tom Is trying to land tils

This is a relatively

simple version of a
lunar lander
program specially
written for MSX
Basic. Because of
the MSX machines's
ability to use good
graphics and sprites
from Basic, the
listing is only 100
lines long. That's
including the
numerous REM
statements which
explain each section
of the program.

The game has two
levels and your
score depends on
how much fuel you
hare left when you
land. To move the
lunar lander, use a

key to fire the
vertical thruster and
< and > keys for

the horizontal
thrusters. There is a
speed and fuel
indicator which
shows your status
and your score is

displayed when you
land.

This short
program was written
in one day. MSX
Basic is very easy to
program and I

recommend anyone
who has typed in

this program to

improve it and add
many levels to it.
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FOR DRAGON AND TANDY USERS
SATURDAY 17TH AND SUNDAY 18TH NOVEMBER

10 A.M. UNTIL 6 P.M.

THE ROYAL HORTICULTURAL HALLS

If you own a Dragon or Tandy colour

computer this is your show.

The first ever show organised in the
United Kingdom for these machines.

All the very latest hardware, software,
interfaces and peripherals will be there.

Your chance to get up to date, try and buy
allthatsnew.

We'll also be organising events and
competitions with great prizes. The
manufacturers will be staffing advice
centres to help with all your queries.

Exhibitors will have special offers on
their products so you can save money too!

Large gangways and comfortable rest

areas will make sure you can see
everything and sit in comfort when you
want.

This will be a show for the whole family,
plenty to see and plenty to do.

To: Computer Marketplace (Exhibitions) Ltd, 20 Orange Street, London WC2H 7ED.

Please rush me (qty) odult tickets at £2 each and (qty) tickets for under sixteen year olds at £1 each for the.

6809 colour show, I enclose cheque to the value of £ .

If you want to miss the queues just clip the

coupon below.

Computer Marketplace (Exhibitions) Ltd. Part
of the Rushworth Dales Group, 20 Orange
Street, London WC2H TED.

HOWTO GET THERE
The Royal Horticultural Halls are just off

Victoria Street a few minutes walk from
Victoria or Parliament Square.

Buses 1 1, 24, 29, 70, 76 and 88 run up
Victoria 5treet.

Mainline stations; Waterloo, Charing
Cross and Victoria.

Underground stations; St. James park
(District and Circle lines), Victoria (District,

Circle and Victoria lines).

There is an NCP car park in Abingdon
Street, a few minutes away.



SPECTRUM 48K

£lh

Win one of five BMX bikes playing the only game
ever to enter the Computer and Video Games' Hall of Fame,

before its launch! ,- .,/



Have you ever wondered
what it would be like to

live in a world where
dragons breathe fire and
magic really works? Or

what it would be like to travel in a

starship to distant planets with aliens

and robots as friends?

Of course, you can imagine what it

would be like, or you could read a

science fiction or fantasy novel, or go

see a film. But all these are usually

associated with somebody else's

adventures. What about your own?
A role-playing game is a

sophisticated form of make believe in

which each player creates a "game
persona", or set of characteristics,

and verbally acts out the role of that

person in a specially designed game-

world controlled by a referee.

Game personas are usually

referred to as player-characters, to

distinguish them from the non player-

characters operated by the referee.

During a game, players will interact

with other players to direct their

characters as they see fit. playing the

roles ordained for their characters,

much as actors in a play. This is how
the games gained their "role-

playing" nickname.
In the short term, players will co-

operate in pursuit of some common
objective, such as the accumulation

of wealth and power for their

characters, in a risk-filled adventure

run by the referee.

Only the referee knows the content

and logistics of the game-world and it

is up to the players to explore and
discover. In so doing, the players will

attempt to improve their characters'

abilities and develop their per-

sonalities during the adventures by

performing certain actions and

example, a player whose character is

a wizard would receive experience

and reward for, say. casting a spell

which slays a creature guarding a

Ultimately there is no end to a

nor will there be a winner or loser,

fnstead of competing directly with

other players, in most games players

ADVENTURI!
PLAYING GAl

for

(r thci:

Player '

•
:

progressing up the expt

ladder and in simply staying aims.

Indeed, far from competing, the

players have to co-operate to make
the

and abiliti

characters.

This is an important di

of

combined skill

play

appeal of role-playing.

adventure will have taken place and

a series of connected adventures

forms a campaign game without end.

You art walking down a dark dungeon corridor. The cold air smells

dark and unpleasant. Rats scurry along the door and hide In the

shadows as you approach. You soon arrive at a huge oak door, its iron

hinges encrusted with rust. It could not have been opened in ages, yet

trom behind the door you can hear scratching and sniffing sounds. The

word DEATH is barely visible on the door, written in what looks like

dried blood. Suddenly you hear footsteps coming down the tunnel

towards you. What will you do?

The gaming sessions last as long as There will b°™J*°^™S£
B wish and the adventures shown in the rules, but rather a tame

"an continue next time which will reflect the possibilities of

ire such an action taking place. The

ne chance factor is then usually decided

of by the roll of dice.

and reflect the However, the chance factors are

e as modified in order to reflect the given

situation. Thus a physically strong

e players character is more likely to break his

of their chains free from the wall than a weak

>ree will one. Similarly, in combat it is more

>me by likely for a player-character to slay an

ore than a dragon.

er who. Reference to tables and die-rolling

chained role-playing games to determine

;ree that actions such as combat, treasure

the wall finding, or even opening doors,

result of The mastermind of the whole

d by the game-world is the referee, and it is

; to the his or her duty to prepare, design

sngth of and i

realistically as possible.

During their adventure, tl

will inform the referee

proposed actions and the n

Imagine a player-chara

during his adventure,

locked in a dungeon and

to a wall. He informs the r

he will try to break free fron

by pulling at his chains. The

that action can be determini

referee who. by referenc

rules, will compare the

bolts holding the chaii

the player-character with that of the balanced advent

walls. player-chari



The more effort that is put into the
preparation and design, the more tun
and interest will be generated for the
players.

Before any adventure
the referee must have _.._

world fully designed and equipped
fora<

Thisci
. :

The design is carried out with strict

reference to the rales. In a fantasy
role-playing game, for example, the
design at simplest w"

of una
passagewa
complex will be populated with

such as gold, silver, magic weapons.

This design can be continually
added to as parts become explored
so as to give the player-characte:

object] The

mapped out in his head or in notes.
In play, the referee will control the

non player-characters which are
encountered during an adventure by

the player-characters.
The referee has a great respon-

sibility to remain neutral and
unbiased and, if the player-
characters out-smart him with some
ingenious idea to overcome a
problem, they should be rewarded
rather than be subject to some
arbitrary decision made on the spot
by an infuriated referee.

As will now be realised, role-

playing games are totally differen

concept to other games. The physical
components are also different

can be off-putting to the first-t:

buyer — the box contents app
more like design-a-game kits than
ready-to-play games. And this

exactly what they are.

For a start there is no board in the
box! That is because games ca
be constrained by a board. A totally

free-form playing system is used. A
scenario is the section of a game-
world wherein a particular adventure
takes place and is designed by f"

'fiferee within the framework of the
rules. Ready-to-play scenarios are
manufactured for certain games for

those referees short on time and/or

The most popular fantasy role-

playing game is, without doubt,
Dungeons & Dragons, It first

appeared in Wisconsin at the end
1974 and rose out of obscurity
become one of the most popular
games in modern times. O

"

popular games based on diffe

themes are Call ofCthulhu, base
the world of author H.P. Lovet
Traveller, science fiction, Golden
Heroes, superheroes and Star Trek,
based on the TV series.

Role-playing games have beco;
hobby in themselves. Players car
Citadel Miniatures to visu
enhance the games, read H
Dwarf magazine to keep abrea:

the new releases and additional i

suggestions, spend time designing

I playing r
. vto „

I Dl

a popular branch of the hobby.
Puffin's Fighting Fantasy &

m by myself a
lactic

seding ]] Jilt;

UK

The first I

Warlock of Firetop Mounta
available as a computer game for the

48k Spectrum.
Forest ofDoom is the secon

to be produced in compute:
format and this adheres close!
book in that it is a text adventu
the addition of graphics.

Games Workshop is the largest

distributor of adventure role-playim
games in the UK and people wishim
to know more should send a SAE t

Games Workshop, 27-29 Sunbear
Road, London NW10.

Now you've read all about rok
playing games, I bet you'd like tc

have a go at playing one. We reckon
a good way to start is by getting your
hands on one of the Fighting Fantasy
series of gamesbooks published by
Puffin Books — or even a copy of the
computer game based on one of the
FT books, called Forest ofDoom for

the Commodore 64. We've got 20
Forest ofDoom tapes on offer, plus 50
assorted Fighting Fantasy games
books for those of you who don't own
a Commodore. How do you win
them? Just keep reading. , .

Ever had a nightmare where you're
being chased by a really horrible
creature? Even if you haven't, we
want you to imagine a really
awesome monster and draw or paint
it for us. If you reckon you're not
really a dab hand with crayons or
paintbrush, why not just send us a
written description of your monster
and we'll attempt to work out if it's

horrible enough to win a prize! Let

your imagination run riot — the more
original your monster is, the better.

Why not give it some special powers
which make it extra-dangerous to

adventurers? And tell us where we
might find your monster — in a dark,

dank cavem or ruined castle

Once you've done all that, send
your painting, drawing or description

to Computer & Video Games.
Monster Competition, Priory Court,
30-32 Farringdon Lane, London EC1R
3AU. Don't forget to tell us if you
own a Commodore 64 or not! Closing
date for the competition is October

FANTASYB

Please attach this coupon t

sntry. No entries will be ac
without it!
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At last, all can be revealed'. For several

months now we've been sitting on a story

which our ace Adventurer, Keith

Campbell, has been itching to tell you. It

concerns The Stranglers' keyboard

player, Dave Greenfi eld , and a brand new
Adventure game . T\ 2

GETANEARFUL OF THIS.

Adventure games aie increasingly becoDv:

with books and the affinity is easy to see, since both

contain a blend of words, plot, excitement and humour.

Computer games in general are also moving closer to

the world of pop music. For some time there have been
computer games charts — just like the pop top 20

chans. Earlier this year, C&VG started printing the only

authoritative games chart in the country, by
commissioning NOP. jointly with the Daily Mirror.

v the

area of the current arcade-c

scene. Adventures and pop-music??

Some time ago Shakin' Stevens

produced an album with an arcade

game program on it. This idea has

now been taken a step further with

the release of a new album by The
Stranglers, along with — yes — an
Adventure game I

What have The Stranglers, that ex-

punk band, in common with
computers, and especially
Adventure games, you might well

ask. Somehow one doesn't imagine

your average pop star being an

Adventure addict, poring over a

map, scratching his head and typing

"SAY TO THOKIN ..." Yet speak to

Dave Greenfield, Strangler extra-

ordinaire, and those preconceived
ideas will rapidly fade.

I recently met Dave at the home of

Mike Turner, games designer for Star

Dreams, and asked him about his

actually p .

asked, "Notl-

their int

He :>.'.- .; that

>udly showed me his collection of

games software. A large cassette

case revealed the Artie series: The

Hobbil - of course - The Oracle's

Cave, Mountains of Ket and many
more. Having recendy returned from

Belgium, where he and the rest of the

band had been recording their new
album Aural Sculpture, he had just

been on a shopping spree and
produced a pile of new cassettes,

including Transylvanian Tower,
Urban Upstart and Classic
Adventure.

I pointed out that rransyJvanian

Adve but

"Mike all."

revealed, "I'-

and he got me into this."

Dave has an Atari, and his girl-

friend Pam, a Spectrum. "Do you

mentioned that I'd be i

hear his views on Upstart.

So we got talking Adventure and,

having nearly completed Hobbil,

Dave asked the inevitable Helpline

question. "How do you get past the

bulbous eyes?"
"Wait, wait," I suggested and,

triumphantly, he and Pam announced

m to complete the game
at the next sitting! Any help I might

have offered with Espionage Island

and Ship of Doom, however, would

long since completed both of those,

Dave was looking forward to a

prolonged absence in the studio. He
added that he intended to rid the

planet Ithica of a sinister dark

column, when he played The Pen

and The Dark. {Well. I can't very well

review it, so 1 might as well include

At this point, Dave handed Mike a

cassette and nearly exploded when
Mike tried to load in into his

Spectrum. "Not all tapes are for

computers," he spluttered, "that's

Aural Sculpture and happens to be

the results of our recent recording

is playing, Dave pointed

s not a finished album, as

still had to be done,

the Bahamas. But it

about the Adventure



AVRAL QUEST

The Strangler's new album, Aural
Sculpture, features a large statue of

an ear which is to be displayed on
stage when the band goes on tour.

Aural Quest is the Adventure game
that is to be found on the cassette

version of the album.
Not being a music critic, I will not

dwell on the album, save to say that I

found it enjoyable listening. The
game, however, is for the 18k
Spectrum and written using The Quil!

In Aural Quest, you play the part of

Tiie Strangle?*' tour manager, your
task being to visit various cities

around the world where The
Stranglers have played and collect

the promoters' payments. These you
must return to their accountant but, in

addition, you must find the parts of

the giant ear and bring them back to

London to make up the whole statue.

This is a novel approach, for it

involves a double search and links in

with from

wit Si Jean-Jaques Bornel, Hugh CornweU ai

game then," I asked. Entitled Aural
Quest, the game was the group's idea
and the plot was devised by Dave

Mike Turner wrote it using The
Quill. That doesn't mean that Mike
and Star Dreams don't actually write
programs. Far from it, as I had seen
when he showed me a sneak preview
of Star Dream's The Sandman
Cometh, at that time not quite

Aural Quest will be found at the
end of the cassette version of Aural
Sculpture. "Why not on the disc
version as well?" I wondered. Dave
chipped in, "An invitation to pirate.

People

able

d the gam
load it a their micros. It

would be almost encouraging
copying of both the album and
game,"
"Will the Adventure appeal to

Stranglers' fans?" was my next
question. "Let's put it this way,"
suggested Mike, grinning broadly,
"For Shakin' Stevens fans, an arcade
game was right. Stranglers' fans are

thinking people — they wouldn't
touch an arcade game!"
As you will see in the review, much

of the game, as the title suggests,

me an amusing story. The album
cover is a photo of The Stranglers at

Trafalgar Square, dressed variously

as Nelson, a Catholic priest and
Biggies. Dave, being Biggies, was
approached by a passer-by amid all

the photographic equipment and
asked quite seriousjy, "Are you
really an aviator?" Dave answered
no. he always walked around London
dressed that way. But it may not be so
far from the truth, as by the time you
read this, he will, he hopes, have his

The Stranglers have had a
chequered career and I had
wondered what to expect on my way
to meet Dave. I found him to be
intelligent, considerate and articu-

late.

Only to be expected of an
Adventurer, of course! We at C&VC
wish The Stranglers luck with their

album and game.

_ irs' tours. Remember they got

jailed in France? You will have to bail

them outl Other places you will visit

are New York, watch out for the

muggers in Central Park, Tokyo and
its student riots, Stockholm and
Brisbane.

But before you can start all this, you

extricate yourself back home. There
you are, up the top of a ladder,

decorating your flat, a dripping paint

brush in your hand and the phone
rings. If only you could find the thing

with all the mess around!
The game is text only, with a quick

response, and is interspersed with

snatches of music from Stranglers'

past hits. There are some laughs, too!

Just don't put your paint brush down
and you will see what I mean!
For Stranglers' fans who have

followed their exploits and who own

not terribly difficult, but has a few
devious traps typical of Adventure,
so it will not all be plain sailing.

Considering that it is not to be sold

solely as software, then the difficulty

level is just about right. This could

Adventure games to many who have
never played one before.

On the other hand, of course, it

Stranglers' i Adventurers.
De a good buy,

for any Adventure for the Spectrum
will cost at least £5 alone.

Aural Quest for the 48k Spectrum is

on the cassette version of Aural
Sculpture from CBS records.
Available at all good record stores,
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ONYOUR
GAMES!
Fancy brightening up those dreary cassettes you
use for your programs? Do you own a pair of
scissors and some glue? That's all you'll need to
create your very own Computer & Video Games

We've picked some of the best artwork from
this issue and turned them into covers for your
program tapes. To make things even easier for
you, we 've arranged with our friends at Tape Tabs
for you to get a free sample of their DIY cassette
inlay kit - just right for using along with the
C&VC covers.

If you fill in the coupon below and send it to
Tape Tabs, you'll get a free sample pack
containing two DIY tape tabs and two ready
printed Tape Tabs, suitable for use with computer
cassettes, and a free leaflet showing the pictures
available in Tape Tabs four micro packs.
These free sample packs will come with a

Special Discount Voucher which entitles you to
60p off the cost of a pack of DIY Tape Tabs and
your choice of any one of the four packs of micro
Tape Tabs now available.

So once you've sampled the delights of full
colour cassette labels from Computer & Video
Games, why not check out Tape Tabs and jazz up
your listings library!

Tow special fipt L.^^^?

1 EXCLUSIVE OFFER TO C&VG READERS 1

FREE SAMPLE pack of TAPE TABS and SPECIAL
DISCOUNT VOUCHER saving you 60p on the purchase
of your first two packs of Tape Tabs.
The normal retail price of any pack of Tape Tabs is

|
TAPE TABS LIMITED, PO Box 157.

| LONDON SW113NT
|
Please send me a FREE sample pack of Tape Tabs,

j
and a Special Discount Voucher.

[
Address

73
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Last month each Software Club Member took a share of

worth of discounts on the very latest top quality

programs and accessories . .

.

AREYOUSTILLBUYING
YOURSOFTWARE
THEHARD WAY?
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Andstartbychoosing
anythree gamesforhalfprice
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1 ) Graham Pete 1, Billericay, Es

9,629 ,79*

2) Gory Watts, Bishopstone, He
1724 .60S

3)CarlThomai. Mew Ferry, Win
W5.003
•' D J Murray, C

«5,ao3

1} David Ingham
1,000,900

2) Andrew Smitl

mats
3) Nicholas Robi >, Sourhgaie, L

000.000
A) Philip Mould. Widnes, Cheshi

- 2.565.260
2) Neal Wylde,

igg9 * Welwyn. Herts —
1.618,300

-* 3) Daniel Poor),

W I Newark — 783.479
+ J) Poul O Mollpy.

684,550

"J" A * * 5) Richard Thorpe.

* Penhom, Bucks - 99,690

'. CI ive Park holm, L.

i Peter Schoficld.C

9,078

e,Cardiff-S,4*2

HALL OF FAME

I Name

| Address

Time taken

a Computer

Witness's signs

OUR HALL OF
FAME GAMES

Since we relaunched our Hall of

Fame with some new games, your hi-

scores have been flooding in. Keep It

up! I f you look below, you'll see we've
added a few more new games for you
to try your skill at. There's Starbike —
the space game with a difference

from The Edge, Acornsoft's Elite, a
very sophisticated trading game and
Micro-Gen's Pyjamarama — a sort of

Jet Set Wally!

DIAMONDS
Michael O'Mahony won a £350 diamond
lor his 5,997 high score on Diamonds.
English Software's other big gams — Jef
Boot Jack for (he Atari computers and 64
— will now replace Diamonds in Hall of

JET PAC
Fly Jet Man around Ihe sreen collecting

the three sections of his space ship.

DONKEY KONG
The king of climbing games. The ape, the
carpenter, and the blonde are now
available on Atari, Vic 20, 64, and TI-99/4a

from Atarlsoft.

MANIC MINER
The zany 20-screen climbing gams that

Introduced Miner Willy.

JET SET WILLY
What Miner Willy did next. This lime

there are 60 screens.

THE PYRAMID

ZALAGA
Splendid arcade clone for the BBC.

SABRE WULF

game. Great graphics and action.

STARBIKE

JUMP CHALLENGE

1) Paul Rattray. Perth. S

13,793,209
2) Graham Farthing, Pat

9.133,137
3) Paul Knowlet, Alliot r

Stortford 7.106.234
I. Romfor

lnMt 11*1, illt Hi!

9,133,137

3} Matthiv
— B.719,9!

ip Sherlock, Crewe, Chest

1) Richard Dr«n.r, v
Crowborough, £. SusSe** f +- 8.550,700 tk W
2) Nichola. Hart. Hull,*_ I
Norlh Humbert - " *
2.528,500 +>
3) Ian Wilton, |»*^ +

593.000

4) Jonathan I

333,300

;wport, Shropshi

1,834,826 -"

)) Paul Hughes, Cod 5l

- 1.938,490

2) Jeremy Askew, Kingsthorpe.

Northampton 0,000,000

3) Glyn Thomas. Pontypridd, Mid-Glamorgan
— 135,700

4) Peter Juhh. Englefield, Surrey — 198,900

2.222.870

5) David Irving Pontebnd, Northumberland
— 1.U4.2Z0

Tl owners please note that Donkey Kong by

*WJJ 4SM*tif



LOW LOW PRICES ON ALL OUR COMPUTER GAMES

PI ' W fM^ ^ T ^ W ^fWU^^^ SPECTRUM: ^^^^~^ COMMODORE 64: ^^H
^^^_ D Thompson Decathlon 6.90 5.90 ^^^^^ D Tfiompson Decathlon 7.90 6.90 .^^H^^^ Full Throttle 6,96 6.96 m̂m̂ ~ Monty Mole 7.96 6.96 ^^^H
^^-W^ Monty Mole 7 ^^^^ Beach Heed 9.95 8.95 ^ m̂m§i^K JetSetW.lly 6.96 4.95 .^^^^ Micro Olympics 6.95 5.95 -^^H^^^ Micro Olympics 5.95 4.95 ^^^^, Valhalla 14.95 12 95 ^^—9
WmmW Tornado Low Level 5 35 4 95 ^^—9^ Treshman 7.95 6 95 .^^^H^^^ Sabre Wolf 9.96 8.50 ^^^B^. Flight Path 737 7.36 6.95 ^^H

i^i^b^ Lords of Midnight 9.96 8.50 ^^^^ River Raid 3 99 8.75
M^mW' Jack & The Beanstalk 5.96 4.95 -^^^^ Toy Bizarre 9.99 B.75 <^^^B

Z Psytron 7.95 6.95 ^^^^ Aztec Challenge 8.35 7.95 _^^M
i^lV World Cup Football 6.96 5.95 ^^M^^ . VM

H| MM

Merrals Wood Garage, Merrals Wood Road, Strood, Kent.

/ enclose a self- addressed stamped envelope.

Pleasetick box to show rnaka of Computer . BBC Atari

^.Spectrum \" Commordore _ VIC One Title

Sand for list of games on VIC 20. 88C. One. Dragon Our end of summer sale makes man
All prices include Post and Packing, and vat Cheques and Postal Orders made payable t

y games half price.

LOOK AT THESE PRICES
SPECTRUM RRP ffiiCE

jetseivmyZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZ. s'.as 4^9

Tornado iowleviUZZZZZZZZ.. Z..ZZZZZZ. 5^95 4^69

I SOFTWARE ACTION AT
LOW LOW PRICES.

FROM WHITEHOUSE RETAIL
ALL PRICES INCLUDEV.A.T.&R&P.

ll§fI^ISR

COMMODORE

Anec c^nwge'ZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZ. 895 -,

Arabian Nrghts 7.00 5

SonofBlagge.
'."

ZZ. ZZZZZZZZZZZZZZ. 7.95 (

|
W, ":: »

-s^
;

,

,
' K

h

IMMEDIATE DESPATCH

BANANA SOFTWARE COMPANY
8 Starmaad Drive, Wokingham, Berks. RG1 1 ZHX

DAREDEVIL DENNIS VISIONS

«,=su>.

GAMES

SALE — 1 5p extra off each orde
'.'",'Z^

VlA "' i MACH ' Nt

tiw ;
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COMPILERS AGAIN
Remember Richard Wilcox software
and Blue Thunder for the Spectrum?
The game was written with a compiler
and a copy of this was actually saved
along with the program on some early

Bug Hunter Enterprises can now
reveal exclusively that the compiler
used was by Wye Valley Software. To
load it. type CLEAR 59999 and LOAD
"" CODE. To save it again, use SAVE
"CODER" CODE 60000.5000.

Once the compiler has loaded, you
can type in a Basic program. Keep it

simple as the compiler is quite
limited. To run the compiler, type
RANDOMIZE USR 60000. The
computer will give you the start and
end address of the compiled
program, plus some other inform-
ation. Once you have compiled a
Basic program, you can run it

with RANDOMIZE USR start address.
The compiler has some special

commands which you call by putting
special REM statements in your Basic

program. For example, REM N gives
an explosion sound and REM B
checks to see tf break is pressed.
REM L,n scrolls line n left one pixel

while REM R scrolls it right. Finally

REM S,z,x,y puts character z and pixel

Thanks are due to Andrew
Nomungton-Smith of Dorset for all this

stuff. The cheque's in the post,

suffered from a little digit-swapping.
Apologies to the shipping company
who keep getting calls about
synthesisers, but I can now reveal that

the number you want is 2S3 7294 and
not 7924 as printed.

And in Bug Hunterfrom August, you
may have been confused by the JetSet
Willy section. The word 'merge' in

the middle of that section shouldn't

have inverted commas around it. Just

type the word MERGE. OK now?

DRAGON-POKIN'
This POKE for the Dragon will disable
the reset button. Couple this with the

disable for the break key from
Program Extra and you'll have secure
listings The magic number is POKE
114,25.

This is from Matthew Towler of

West Yorkshire, who also gets a

cheque for £10.

MORE ANTI-ANT
MISSILES?
If you're a hardened player of Ant
Attack on the Spectrum then you may
have come across a block with the

word AMMO on it. If you've been
wondering what

o: y.

GENIE MIX-UP
Last month's tip for the Video Genie
wasn't really for the Video Genie at

all, if you see what 1 mean! It was
meant for Colour Genie owners. Sorry
about that.

Incidentally, if you do have
problems with any of the programs or
tips in C&VCthen we may well have a
correction sheet to give you. We'll
need an envelope with your name and
address on it, but a stamp's not
necessary. So drop us a line.

does nothing!

When Sandy White was writing the

game, he had a spare sprite left. So he
thought that he'd put in the AMMO
block to see if anyone noticed, and
they certainly did. Hemember, you
read it first in C&VC.

SABRE WULF

Sabre Wulf, the la

for the Spectrum.
You only have nine lives. Whatever

you do, if you already have nine lives,

the game won't give you any more.
Maybe the programmer thought that

one would become skilled enough

FROM 64 TO PET
Gareth Pash lives in Margate and has a

Commodore 64 but no printer. At his

office there's a PET 8032 and printer.

Aha, thinks Gareth. There should be
no problems in loading my 64
programs into the PET and getting a

Well, almost none. The PET stores

Basic programs in a different part of

memory to the 64 so you'll have to

convince the PET that it's really a 64

before you load the tape. So put o
your psychiatrist's hat and type POKE
41,8: POKE 2046,0 on your PET. Then
type NEW. Now you can load 64

programs on the PET. They won't rt

but you'll be able to get a listing.

SNOOKER BUG

Visions' Snooker program for the V
If you pot the final black, you don't <_

the seven points added to your high
score. Edwin and Simon Sheaf h,

written from Hove to say that the sa
thing happens with the Commodore

MASTERTRONIC
There's a loony in Nottingham w
signs himself Adrian (slightly
bonkers) Brown. And when he's not

being a loony he likes to find bugs in

Mastertronics' games. Whether or not

this is an easy feat, I'll leave you to find

Spectipede for the BBC.
If you stay above the level where the

'pede comes out, says Adrian, then
you won't get blasted. His current
score stands at 95,000 with a full five

spare lives. If you reach 100,000, you

MITSAKE?
A couple of confusions crept into

August's Issue. In the Extra Bits

feature, the phone number for Rosetti

fives, but he

have been proved wrong.
Quite a few games seem to have

this bug in them, including Ultimate 's

Spectrum classics.

THEFLEXIDISC
There should be no problen
the Thompson Twins flexi-disc which
was free with last month's issui

If you think that your disc m
damaged, there's an answ
machine on 01-231 5633 which will

give you some tips for loading. Leave
address and we'll

^ BY ROBERT SCHIFREEN^
send ,;



ti'Rna nog

£9.95 48K ZX SPECTRUM

Tir Na Nog- the land of youth, the other world.

Tir Na Nog-the kingdom of the sidhe, the home of dagdas cauldron.

Tir Na Nog-a vast and complex adventure, in a magical Celtic landscape.

Tir Na Nog-a most stunning visual experience, with state-of-the-art film

animation.

Tir Na Nog-a true computer movie.

ALSO FROM GARGOYLE:

THE STUNNING SPACE GAME,

AD ASTRA - £5.95

GARGOYLE GAMES. 74 KING STREET, DUDLEY, WEST MIDLANDS. TEL: DUDLEY 238777
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g poommodoraCJI electron
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k V ~>^^F^^ * FANTASTIC NEW PROO
FROM BRITAIN'S LEADING SOFTWARE H<

^^^K Fly the bee aroi

~^t^^r the grid avoiding the toadsto

e around
e grid avoiding the toadstools.

Spin the turnstiles to evade the spiders, or
coax them into the fireballs. Collect alt the

pollen to slide back the exit doors to advance to the

next insect ridden level.

£6.95 (BBC version £7.95)

Mr " '
• ' 1 fl

Commodore Disk price £9.95

COMMODORE 64 VERSION
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^^ A Ralls Royceond hdicastar Kip ,^^^Bt^

4s Danger Mouse, the ^^^^^^^

Agent, you w,tl need all you,* 1 Hi,^iH
wfl* oinw you fo Jra<* rfo™ fj

. vit^H
r/ie fiendish Pi-beam t%M Vi^H
operator....and will develop ^._^^^*^ ^^^^^U

• no fyp/nff jJcffb required I^JlP^^^^^
• tor's ofsuperb graphics fy^' *7Tm

'

and even better on the C64" ^^ IT'

7l^6^£AT/^WOAM^fORmBC'€^A^P$f^^

r
A

CREATIVE sparks 4am̂ ^m^^m^m^^^m^m^ m̂tmmmî mmmm^mil̂ auA^ âaag^

OM IN DOUBLE TfO
DMINDOUBLL £795

! TECS __ :u(;F urjughHoaa^^D By/tasss FamborauAi - Hi n-TrF
EiJ ™ Telephone: iO.?-'

Enter card no. D Barclaycard Name

|
|

Address



Maroc and his surroundings,

will appeal to out and out

n order to help you reach tha

rank, we've got together with

Hewson Consultants to bring

bottom centre which displays

cade game gans — but the

game is fun lo clay, pretty lo

look at and challenging too.

map ot (he Avalon rooms —

— plus games lips on the firs

evel of the game. So don'

miss December's issue o
Computer & Video Games

.isii in tht Isle of Glass.

who claims the ultimate and

reckon that telephone call is a
long way off

lion by scrolling the corn-

making your selection using

keyboard or joystick.

• Graphics 8
• Sound 6
• Value 9
• Payability 9



lound: Does the game
...we sound effects which
sound like a rock opera — or
do the explosions sound
like someone blowing up a
paper bag? Symphonies and
sound effects are dealt with
under this category.

J MACHINE: CBM 64
I SUPPLIER: Braingames

PRICE: £7,95

I If you thought that those
I General Election games

J were boring, then al least
you could count yourself
lucky that you never had

I to play a game based on
le American system.

Bonzo
, . , sorry, Ronald

Reagan in November
The American electoral

is totally dilferent to

REVIEWS

^*C- -
«—--^

le C&VG staff

sneaking off to

jnd Ihe fnduroTace
Trf_a faPhics are readable track — in fact we were in

home danger of nol reviewing any-

.... Falcon
Patrol that it Is ,:

why Virgin bothered
In fairness il is far superior

to the original. The graphics

pyramids in the desert "and
Cly skylines and the move-
menl of the Falcon Patrol craft

and fog
unng each lap, pas

hich might prev
alifying for Ihe ne
cing.

a delay

MM *. yi

ove your

The graphics ar
ude by today's s

'

BrS one of Ihe games fe
**£'*

:

.<ou

C

te These^eV ,

"'
missiles.

' to beat it. Enduro is

aranteed lo get yo
ck for more

coming

SheFalc
:,-

, alistically

ard of joystick
,'et. The iroi. at if you

ve. So

gel t e feel of your Enduro-

enlly differen
Iter . suffici-

• Graphics
• Sound
• Value
• PlayabHity



COMMODORE 64

The first ever 7-part arcade adventure serial, each part is an
adventure in its own right. An incredible unexpected event in
the final screen leads to a mystery prize for the winner of the

Firequest Challenge. /^coA



G rapn Ics : Are they readyas mind-blowing as the ad-
verts aay they are? Does the
screen Bcrotl effectively? Do
those aliens really leap out of
the screen at you? This Is
how this category Is judged,
Value: Is the game really

worth all those pennies?
How long will Ita attraction

REVIEWS
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II r it I r

• Graphics 10

• Value 7

• Graphics 8
• Sound 8
• Payability 8
• Value 8



r is a 12 screen nil machine code, fast movinq qraDhics advenru
f RAM it features^ levels tfpj^MI pteying denio n10de and a"

Available on tape at £7.95 and disk at £9 95
COMMODORE 64

*

^lipP
.



War of fft

game, CF

cosmic SmSmm monoliths

just like m the film. man-eating pumpkins, slime

round the screen collecting deadly veg, and not to men

Your target is a vortex, a you're -trying to play the

Successfully fly through nine

This is a good climbing

Forest in 1684. There are 5Q
game for the 4Bk Spectrum

craft*,!! emerge back ,„ real

rhan'he'prevTol';;,;,:"'
*"

game. It's not easy, but it's

flying tow- hn . . 1

ing games.
As you travel round the

well worth the money.

yor:™;:; vt,
• Graphics 9
• Sound 8
• Value 8

protected by five shields.
• Payability 8
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Mail Order Sales from
Microdeal Mail Order 41 Truro Rd,

St. Austell Cornwall PL25 5JE

Dealers Contact

MICRODEAL DISTRIBUTION
0726-73456

or WEBSTERS SOFTWARE
0483 62222



&:vCAVES
Of RlwEL
The New DEXTERITYgamefrom SILICON JOY

mmm
,^/n^.
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A RANGE OF SOFTWARE SELECTED RY KEVIN TOMS
"Over the past few months many people have sent me the

best software that theyhave written and asked me to publish/y
it for them. I ' vepicked the best of the best and they are As
available now from Silicon Joy'
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249-251 Kensal Road, London W105DB
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The Adventure Games

MILES BETTER
SOFTWARE

221, CANNOCK ROAD, CHADSMOOR
CANNOCK, STAFFS, WS11 2DD

TEL: (05435) 3577

Come deeper into the world of
gamesmasters Steve Jackson

and Ian Livingstone in

The FOReerr
OFDOOM

and

THE CITADEL
OF CHAOS



ARCAPE
ARCADES GOING SOF

This is the first of my
monthly columns, in which I

shall be looking at what's
new in the world of pinbail.
The two major events of

the month are a new release
from Williams Electronics
and the Pinbail Owners
Association Convention.

First of all, this year's POA
convention is being held on
September 15th at The
Harold Wood Neighbour-
hood Centre, Harold Wood,
Essex. Details and tickets {if

there are any left) are avail-

able from Association HQ- It

promises to be a great
event, with many pins and
slots on view and the "Pin-
ball Wrzard 1984" contest.

Star Light is the latest pin
from the Williams stable.

Several tried and

:

two-ball, multi-ball, 1

change, bonus holdi
and end of the

play. A new idea is being
used with the lane-change
in that an extra button is

used — this is probably to

avoid wear and tear on the
Hipper assemblies. On the
whole, Star Light
good game with nice
uncluttered top to bottom
play, typical of many

s' games, A warning
soned Dipper fans,

though — this is another
"Back to Basics" table.

coming months. I

shall look at pinbail on the

just a pin friend, I also own
an Atari 800; and some of the
software available should
make even die hard Vidiots
take a fresh look at pinbail.

LETS TALK TURKEY



ACTION



AT LAST 1 TAPE 2 MACHINES
COMMODORE 64 VIC 20

COMMODORE 64 VIC 20
1?a„ LnNQUIR,ES ANIROG SOFTWARE LTD. 29 WEST HILL DARTFOHD KENT (0322) 9251 3/8

pTvmcm?
H 'GH STREET H0RLEY SURREY 24 H0UR CREDIT CARD SALES HORLEY (02934) 6083PAYMENT BY CHEQUE P O ACCESS/VISA 50p POSTAGE & PACKAGING
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Allaction strotegygamesfromSSI

fll tat bat is yrar dunce to see bow yw shape up as \

General in i real battle! Tie pages of Usury read lie

tauqks and fiilnm is Eisenhowci, Montgomery,

IohhI and Too tondstedt battled in Europe and North

Ulrica. But with a dear thinking strategist

like yonrself in command perhaps the

historians mold ha?e bad a different .

Wry to mite! ^fc

li.S. Gold is proad to present foniol tie

WIGHTS OF THE DESIST pitches tie

British Fonts of Montgomery against the

might of Rommel and bis Panic Divisions

m me dasncIhrthSfricas campaign

el 1941.

UTTU FOR HOMUMY etMm on

IVDay" ]nu Btt IM4 and cdivn the

IMF

T1GE8S B TEE SHOW recsutnicts the

legendary Battle ollbe Bulge as in

December 1944 lie Panar Bmsicssof

Vol Bondstedt try one last gamble in a

desperate attempt b bait Eisenhower's

adnicmg Hied lines.

Wbo will be the victor and wbo the

tangoished?

Only yon hare the

tad if ynn' re looting

for strategy with arcade action

COKBjTLFUER will lest all

depth of thought and reflexes ii

tonghesl of battle challenges!

iyytf ix .1mWM
£1495

dsk&cossette

JOrTWfiRE FOR YOU ON U.S. GOLD
^^^^^HPtg computer stores including:

JOHN MENZIES WILDINGS WOOLWORTHH
STRATEGIC SltViUlJflTONS INC

* mm^BMBi
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You,»seethedifferencefrom

the moment you pick up one of the games
from Firebird's new Silver Range.

We keep our flights of fancy for the game.
On the pack, you'll find there is

a true representation of the
high quality screen graphics.

BOOTY

legrog, ms

THE WILDBUNCH
Blamed for a murder you did n<

member of the notorious gang The
Wild Bunch. But can you also survive
iife on the run in this adventure set
in the Wild West...

BIRDSTRIKE
Wing a plane to release a carrier
pigeon , .

. shoot the carrier pigeon
and add a note to the stave at the top
of the screen , . . shoot enough
pigeons to complete the tune (without
getting wiped out by the relentless,
pursu ing plan es) . . . n ext wave.

hearties. Here bt _._ w,

adventure of them all, aboard that""
scourge ofthe Seven Seas- thedreaded
Black Galleon. Feast yer eyes on the
BOOTY-ful treasure stored in 20 holds.

Iratefc parrots and fun galore.
"you don t like it. matey we'll Hang you
by the hrghest yard-arm!!!

BBC MICRO B: BIRD STRIKE GOLD DIGGER - ACID DROPS - DUCK!



believing
There are twenty games now available

from Firebird, and that's just the beginning.

All the software is produced to the same
high professional standards and all are
available at the remarkably low price of

£2.50

SOFTWARE

.©The new range from British Telecom. VJ^/ You'd better believe it!!!

FIREBIRD SOFTWARE, WELLINGTON HOUSE, UPPER ST MARTIN'S LANE, LONDON WC2 9DL. TEL: 01-379 6755/5626
Firebird and the Firebird logo are trademarks of British Telecommunications pic.





Home computers.

The report

you've beenwaiting for:

simple,factual

honest,comprehensive

and 100% biased



:o know about

scanbesummcdup
UBodarcfWell,

is would he biased).

scientific jargon), how
they work (without any technical

mumho- jumho
)
, an d how you can get

more enjoyment out of them [without

much difficulty).

BASIC. Most home computers

speak the same language. It's

called BASIC. This is a friendly

Symbolic Instruction Code?

There are different kinds of

UASJCand.likcl.niguagcs.simicaica

little easier to understandthanothers.

Like, for instance, BASIC 3.5 in the

Commodore phis 4 and Commodore
.

. i-i =
- ;i, -

!

' -Is- ,'...: ,.i: , \

1 1 ,ii li Ybura :• Computer Pro-

grammingWith TheCommndoR 64"'

and "Programmers Reference Guide"

Disks, which can he

used again and again

for recording or re- recording

programs, are placed in the disk dri\

which then transfers the iniormation

• the CPU.

jfrlKm

with an exceptionally large 60K

available for use. The plus/4 comes

equipped with the Commodore
BASIC 3. 5 with over 75 pr< igra mining

commands.
Other features include

comprehensive graphics, 121 colours

and sound facilities.

ORTEK and the Microchips is

unique programming cours

for children of all ages. tin.

links learning exercises

"Education i

^—' Commodi
continually working with

educationalists, improving

our range of programs for tht

pre-school to "(.)" leu i age groups

nd.

Man)
essentialeducational a

Wc lend to agree!

Our "Get Ready toRead" series,

ith a lovable eharactercalled B.J. The

. reeogni

VJIlipl:

CPU stands for Central Fro-

issing Unit. This is ilie computer's

irain!' and basically it's what Joes all

le hard work.

IhOUR is for Commodore plus/4,

-* our very latest home
computer with four, very popular

built-in programs: word processing,

spread-sheet (financial planning),

database [filing), and graphics.

res and diagrams

orTV screen,

ither high or low resolution.

All Commodore In ime

mputers have 66 graphic

iymhols to create low resolution

pictures and diagrams, or

high resolution modes that

a 1 1 ow you to spec i f y e a chpixe I _

(or dot ) on the screen.

|Therecaiihcupto64.n(X) B
of these).

GAMES: Commodore
(

all,

i up games,

to games of adventure

and complex strategy.
(

LIS" On the

-_ Commod
pius/4 computers

there is li very special

feature: aHELPkey.lt
'=f

docscxacirv what it

.ays: it help? vou to

debug [which is a

flash way of saying,

"identify and

I

HARDWARE,
The computer itself -you can touch

a program you



^
TlMTEGRAL software is softwar

_ that's actually built into

the computer, as on the Commodor
,.,„., i.-luu ,!,,,-. ;:l,u::n

wmputjng.

INTRODUCTION to BASIC.

Just as you don't need to understand

how a car works to be able n i drive n

.

von.dun ! have lo understand how a

computer works u> be able t

ivr'

typed into the com-

puter, and also what

but yi .villdLtl telyge

a. do hayout of it if yot

a basic knowledge of programming.

Which is why "I ntroduction to

BASIC" has become the most popular

software tutorial.

It comprises 2 cassettes and an

easy-to-follow, step-by-stcp booklet.

INPUT/output: the part of the

computer that allows data m he

transferred between its own internal

memory [the RAM memor
j^ and an external device jli

. di-.sk drive

JOYSTICK and paddles.

As well as improv-

ing speed and accuracy,

these make games more real

by putting the control of

ir 65,536 bytes

iry. And if you don't

id all that, don't wi >rry.

important

programs through

terwith a large memory,
wit h a small memory.

TangUACE. This is a system of

_ coding that can be under-

MipillLT It.lllilVVfVUU

to "speak" to the computer,

and lur die computer to "speak"

to you. Most home computers

speak BASIC, but there are also

I Milier laimuaie- available for

Commodore computet

lhai have been designed

mple, LOGO]
and PILOT in zducat

if tors superb reprod net n

it allowsthc res

program

JUMlieRONl Inihr

whole wide world,Com-
modore is No. 1 in microcomputers,

and the Commodore 64s the No. 1 best

andclar

On top of

of the family to stay tuned-in to thci

favourite TV programme while you

tuned-in to your favourite compute

program.

MODEMS allow computers t.

ect via a telephone line to ot

computersystems.Commodon

64 modem owners can

te with other

like Prestel/Mieivii let

and an exciting new system

Compunct, where quality software

available cheaply or even free.

Memory
RAM), however,

ifortemporary

storage.

It's the part of

the computer's

J) ERIPHERALS. These are uutsid
^ the main body of the computer,

but are connected toil.

They perform a dehrute liuse-

tion, which is usually input or output.

PRINTER: One of the ways a

compute r ran -pi ak" to us.

It means you can actually keep,

"ii paper, the fruits m all your labour.



The Commodore range includes

four printers and one primer plotter.

The MPS 801 dot matrix printer
has a print speed of -ill eharactcrs per

second (about five times as ia<i as iln.

The MPS802 dot matrix friction

[spccd ofdOchar-

STARTER PAC K 11,.

. Commodore 16J
Starter Pack has beei

specially designed tr

introduce you to computing.





Available on the 48R Spectrum

^ROJIC?^
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T^W K.W ^ ^ ll
Available on the VIC 20 + 16K Expanded

Software
projects





SOFTWARE
PROJECTS





f 1 laWi

HKI.

J S 5S

1 3k^(n
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Available on the Commodore 64

4* SOFTWARE
^i PR@Ji£T<$*
Software Projects Limited. Bearbrand Complex, Ailerton Road. Woolton. Liverpool L25 7SF.





You really can't go wrong

Lm with any Level 9 game
as they are really brilliant
CRASH MICRO SEPT '84,

5.1 Atari User, JuW 8*

, c run very last anil there aie

„,pVemCn!atVon of

Uu .h(, producer or the best

, , _ WHW* g£ $K _ has done
"

OF TIME 'sa spjAfttfl

SSS** Vour Computet. March

Level 9's epic adventures are now
f

here for the AMSTRAD. Disk versions are available for

the BBC (40/80 track) and Commodore 64. And, best of .

all, RETURN TO EDEN is ready. It's been a busy

month!

RETURN TO EDEN is the long-awaited sequel to

Level 9's top-selling

Snowball adventure. Now
it's here with 820

locations, masses of puzzles, and

with pictures on the CBM and

Spectrum versions.

.- t£a

AMSTRAD BBC CBM64 SPECTRUM MTX ORIC 1 LYNX NASCOM ATARI
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The ployer starts in the Temple and

location and 1 have never seen such last
displaying graphics before on the

i Spectrum.
There is an unusual text-screen

» lormat. whereby the visible objects are

1
always displayed and updated just

It's been said before - anyone, but
anyone, can devise an Adventure so
based. Luckily there is a save routine
and 1 certainly had to use it to play the
gome enough to be oble to write this

1 wandered into o wooden hut which
was apparently a workshop. Within

Y ^feMflfei

so 1 collected the lot, then turned around

"The door won't open" came the
reply "Why on earth not?" 1 thought. No

the player in a position where he has to

which he had no way ot anticipating.

' The prompting BE6P actuolly sounds

considerably, depending upon the 1

command entered, and things there- 1
fore tend to become confused, with 1

longest delay — an incredible eight-
second wait. Admittedly, the way the
screen displays the replies gives one the

The gome has a score feature based
on problems solved and these seem to

"

fish 1 found an the table and gat fish-

and eventually found 1 could cut the door
using the bones — despite the fact that 1

hod a perfectly good sword with me

As 1 said - illogical — so 1 make no c

On 1 plodded, coming to the C

infamous p.

an easy task.

e Quill. This, though, does not

Iter than average amongst Ihe

Simon Marsh



Nuclear War-Games
£8.50
MASTA, the NORAD Defence Computer, is playing his games ya
save the World from total destruction by overcomir

Search For King
Solomons Mines £8.95
From the banks of the Zambesi, through the Jungle into the Tallawasi
Mountains you search for King Solomons Mines in this superb epic graphic
adventure. Two loads, 34K of memory and 3 levels of difficulty for
beginners and Jungle Jim types!

Competition — £150 cheque for the 1st correct answer in the post. See

SEVERN SOFTWARE
15 HIGH ST. LYDNEY, GLOS GL15 5DP

Tel: 0594/43352
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YOUMARVELLEDAT BEACH-HEAD...
NOWACCESS PRESENT THEIRLATESTMASTERPIECE:

Themostbreathtaking
3-D graphics yetseenon
theCommodore 64!

Grippingarcade action

.jgl Multiple scrolling

H screens

ke against major
3S in the United
tes and Canada.

iccordance with the

Soviets believe their treachery will lead to
total world domination. Our only hope is our
space station equipped with stealth
bombers, which can fly undetected in Soviet
airspace.

_ /irtual suicide mi
knock out the Soviet launch sites,

;

proceed into the city of Moscow. A
weapons you can carry, you must s
Soviet defence centre to stop the a

caanSV k*1£95

U.S. Gold is slocked by all leading

computer stores including:

BOOTS WH SMITH JOHN MENZIES
WILDINGS WQOLWORTH
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imself. Those similarly cursed might instruction bt _.. _
ell consider they hod wasted their thoughtfully provided lor you in the
loney. had they bought this game. package. Among the other items is a
If you already did. and ore stranded map that indicates the best place to start

loteau of iilogic, try digging."•0™..fer *.,*,, <**/!.,„«, wioeni nQ your^orizons by press ng That may moke pyramid findina sour.,Spectrum, from Dream Software. SHIFT LOGIC then RUN and depress Pi!!? easy - tZ once 7ou 7e seen oTsa™
Keith Campbell ~"

agent Sid (!) of the S.A.S., you are on ,T~)T7iTTT I i H iTC built into it are man, trans and devic«
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Th— ronge from a simple little trick.
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48K SINCLAIR IX SPECTRUM

WSBS^SSWU^^gSOL

"UPIDERWURLDE" recommended retail price £9.95 inc VAT
Available from W.H.SNITHS, BOOTS, J.NENZIES, WOOLWORTHS

.««.«. and *" S ™1 software retaiJ outlets. Also available from
ULTIMATE PLAY THE GAME, The Green, Ashby de-la-Zouch, Leicesteremre LE6 5JU

(F&P included) Tel: 0530 411485



48K SINCLAIR ZX SPECTRUM

"KNIGHT LORE" recommended retail price £9.95
Available from W.H.SNITHS, BOOTS, J.HENZIES, WOOLWORTHS

and all good software retail outlets. Also available from
ULTIMATE FLAY THE GAME, The Green, Ashby-de-la-Zouch, Leicestershire LE6 5JU

(P&T included) Tel: 0550 411485
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I often wonder if any readers who Quest. Do the symbols on the floor Weston-Super-Mare would like to
nave never played an Adventure mean anything? know rf

i hw Webb
read this part of the magazine? If so, In Gateway to Karos, Hideya is after the magic items needed to
reading through some of the Sugiura of Dulwich has lowered the gain entrance to the inner chamber at
problems and dps below, they might water level and got the treasure. With the end of the game. Do the symbols
well come to the conclusion that we a score of 91 1, "Is that it?" he asks. ™ 'he floor mean anything, he asks?

They might not be ar wrong! apparently has a fast response (I
Who, for example, but a loony, wouldn't know - not having had a

copy - moan, moan!), Acornsoft
would write to a British magazine _
e way from Sweden, desperately Advent!

"" :o get a crab to playing, as they"

How can J:

Twickenham get

W:,J.i*J:uS>^

eat some salted slugs? Well. Lars
Broberg did just that — and he's not
alone! Many a player of Golden Baton Hamfl? How'shoukTl know
writes in with the same problem! So Acornsoft game!
turn the page round Lars - and you Fantasy Diamond is beginning to

- - expert on the eating get mentions and, after many
desperate hours playing, Martin,

habits of crabs!

If you are stuck in an Adventure, then I

i't really worth tum the PaGe upside down — the

so slow! verV clue you need may be listed!
|

es Douglas of Thanks this month go to Simon
of the Maze of Haynes. Lindsey De Le Paton, James

Bibby, James Goddard-Jones, Ian
Loftus, Andrew Bethell, Geoffrey
Davis, Robert Notman and Hywel
Roberts,

n-Ariv€
Schultz of Erkath in West C

I your appetite for Adventure?!
The Dragon can be killed! I'm

getting tips from all over, from TKV
players! All is revealed this month —
read on! And thanks, everyone, for
writing in such detail — I'm sorry you

>t find a

Richardso

window £

:>nh ( iho

ind Wea
Ali

individually!

Perhaps you ha'
'• requesting help, but nay find help is red c

of Tyne a

break the small black
aunds like two jobs for a

ladder! Unless you know better?
Same problem, different river, for

Thomas Carstens of Mullaloo in
Western Australia. His is a plea for
help with Aztec Tomb. What is the

jnths
I not, send your problem;
I address below, and we will try o
best to help you out!

THEPITOF
DESPAIR

t. u
- for

Monroe Afani

the old chest?
rs of playing Mystery of

Gary Kitchin of
taacasier can only find five
locations. So did I, Gary, — and I've
heard others tell the same story.
Makes you wonder if the author is on
a completely different wavelength,
doesn't it? Is there by any chance a

Among those stuck this month are reader who is tuned in?
Paul West, of Spalding, whose brain M. Bannard of Olney is playing the
is being distorted by Mndbender. little-heard- of Dragonsbane. How do
He can't find a way to scare rats, or to you get rid of the dragonlords to get
pull the lever which is out of reach. the keys?
Eye olZohon, player, Janice Sorrell In Quest for the Holy Grail, Neville

ck, has collected three of Blenkinsop can"t get past the Knight
the five magic objects, but is clueless who says "Nic" . Perhaps you need a

r; could be. Who two-tier shrubbery, Neville! And
can help a lady in distress? don't forget to chop the forest down
Please help Christopher Webb, if with a herring!

you can, by telling him the magic Finally, how do you get out of the
items needed to gain entrance to the room after rescuing the princess in
inner chamber at the end of Knight's The Knight's Quest? Graham Hill of

BJIWJ^LL COMPUTER it VIDEO GAMES PRIORY CT. 50-52 FARRJNGPON LhHE LONPW ECfRSAUl



NOT SO
ELEMENTARY!
My copy of Sherlock arrived before
the instruction booklet was ready and
I found it frustratingly difficult to do
anything worthwhile. After spending
more than two hours before I

succeeded in leaving the first room, I

found I could not progress much
further without consulting
Melbourne House. The problem was
not what to do, but how to phrase it,

Sherlock. like its predecessor The
Hobbit, features Inglish - MH's
name for its multi-word input
implementation. Unfortunately
Inglish is not like what English is

spoke! When the instruction booklet
finally arrived, it was very clear about
the language required, and anyone
about to embark upon Sherlock
should read the booklet very
carefully before commencing the

Even then, they will not discover
aw to exit the first room - OPEN
MY DOOH or OPEN YOUR DOOR
will do the trick, but not OPEN
DOOR. OPEN THE DOOR, or OPEN
SITTING ROOM DOOR. There are
other glaring inadequacies in Inglish.
For example, in a room with two
armchairs, SIT DOWN gives "I do not
know the verb DOWN SIT", and GET
UP is similarly converted to UP GET.

double murder has been committed
and you, as Sherlock, must solve it.

The murder hunt takes you out of
town into the sticks and this is where,
by taking action appropriate to a
super-sleuth, you can come by much
useful information. Lestxade will
allow you to witness his scene-of-the-
crime activities and you can listen in

on his cross-examination of the
suspects. But of course, being
Holmes, you will no doubt decide to
wander off the straight and narrow
and carry out a more detailed
investigation of your own]
On screen, the game performs well

when it fails to crash or be obtuse. A
split screen is arranged so that
conversation scrolls below a band
displaying the time. The narrative is

to the left of the graphics (if any. for
not all locations have a picture) and
these scroll above the band. The
graphics are speedy, but nondesript
to the point of being superfluous. Far
better to have dispensed with them
altogether and made the program
more intelligent.

The interesting thing is the display
of the time in the separating band and
this puts the game almost in a class of

though, foi i! has

been done before
Pettigrew's Diary.)

The game commences at

and, should you decide you have a
train to catch, you'll need to make
sure you're at the station before it

leaves! If you fail to move fast

enough, then time will tick away and
Lestrade will catch it without you.
leaving you high and dry!

I get the feeling that Melbourne
House, with Sherlock, is trying to do
an Infocom without requiring the use
of a disc system. Infocom games
have full sentence input, using a
system called Interlogic and it works
well. Inglish doesn't quite make it.

My overall impression of Sherlock
is of an intriguing and absorbing
game written for the wrong machine
by someone who doesn't speak the
vernacular. A game featuring
Sherlock Holmes and Dr Watson
should at least recognise and
preferably understand the word
ELEMENTARY. Otherwise, there is

just no answer to Watson's
occasional admiring words: "That is

brilliant. Holmes!''
Sherlock Holmes is foi

om Melbourne 1

priced £14.95.

OK -

vered, what about the output?
cere's little doubt in my mind that
the dreaded Hobbit-bug will soon be
a thing of the past! The trend will be
towards the more advanced, state-of-
the-art Shertock-bugs!
There is a phrase or two that will set

the cabbie off in a complete circle
around London for a couple of hours,
constantly repeating the phrase
"Well, are we goin' anywhere
guv'nor?" There are also some blind-
ness bugs, as in the kitchen which, if

you try to examine, elicits the
response "I see no kitchen".
Sherlock even has a half-letter-delete
bug. When this appears, you should
abandon the command and enter it

again in full

These frustrating features spoil an
therwise excellent mystery Adven-
ure. Although its opening
sequences strongly remind me of
The Corse of Crowley Manor, what
follows is quite different. If you do
the right things, you will learn that a

134



reading
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lt had me in stitches!
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Ato~™ point, you find yourself near

iwiT,
1

?
* and the Phone ^arts

Hello, is Dave there?" asks a voice
at the other end "No," you answer
"Call hta, will you, hrt proba^us,down on the beach,"

KJ

So you do and, sure enough Dave«™es and makes his way up :

SJ&'^^JEr" - -2E-CU. youTotUoT
d^nk!" shouts Dro and °lal

b
tL

k
L°

U ^ in * b°*< *£ « he ows
door behind him.

Slai" S the y°"
t?,

Cross the Es^tial Ocean to the

. EST "I v
6 5* (he deeper has fmgerf- you'ri^™^^ nsh

*;;t™
d 1f *°°^" he askswinking at the other customers~ d "„*? Wh6n E=Soreturns, so will the Mac;;-:

avenge old wrongs " 9 °

,™ ™" !

,

sh°uts a drunk. Tin here
lUtaUhimr^houtsYawwho^ff

Don finds himself in Necessary

....... „=1„ic . , ou notice his blab
„
e
f
d *«»nina either with spray

spit, as he sings.
'

Spoof is a text-only Adventure withinstant response and constant wit. My
e^rv

C°™Pta,n' couW P^sibly be thatevery now and again a command <•
difficult to phrase - but that is not to

ytu ^ni™
cabulaiy 'sn '' ade(I^te . If

?n™?
J y

.,f,
g00d ^S^ 'hen trySpoof; you'll love it! Meanwhile I'm>wg back in to see lf there>s

ir lined with doors.
\ inscription hinting at

what might lie on the other side. 'All
the fun of ...

' read the first, so I went
through and found myself

tope
music, I tried my hand in the shooting
gallery, won an unexpected prize,
then took a ride on a very realistic

Back up the corridor I tried a few
more doors — there was no shortage
— and variously found myself lying
on a pin table with a steel ball
hurtling towards me, trying to play
croquet and fighting an army of toy
soldiers. Other doors led to ... but
that would be telling!

I was playing The Sandman
Cometh, the first major Adventure
£tom Star Dreams who, until recently,
were known only for their successful
Spectrum Toolkit. Since then, Mike
Turner, their games designer, has

version of the Stranglers' new albur
Aural Sculpture,
Sandman starts with a fairly

unoriginal puzzle but develops into
an Adventure full of variety and not a
little humour. Knowing that you are
likely to have visited a sundial and
been through a door marked "Ah

I

Diddums", this game then pitches
you into the Star Dreams offices,
where the Door is covered with
lawsuit papers!
Sandman has graphics at every

and the picture occupies the

video style case, and the whole
presentation, including the o:

screen titles, is designed I

masquerade as a movie. The game
really requires a 96k Spectrum but,
since there is no such beast, it is split

into two 48k parts. The successful
completion of Part 1 means
during the intermission you get your
ticket for Part 2 and you will certainly
need some clues from Part 1 t<

"

successful.

It is not an over-difficult gamt ,__

far!) but is highly entertaining. In
exploring the corridor, it is tempting
to enter each new door as you come
to it — after all, why not? That doesn't
mean this sequence is the correct
one, if indeed there is a correct one.
The trouble is, there is such a

wealth of objects, that the inventory
limit is hit all too soon. As a result, I

left the countryside littered with m
old rubbish as I found each new to

and wanted to carry it!

The Sandman Cometh is from Star
Dreams for 48k Spectrum, priced
£10.95.

ADVENTURERS
WRITE. . .

The trouble some people take over a

letter to me makes writing the
Adventure pages truly rewarding.
Despite an ever-growing mailbag, I

manage to read every letter
personally and enjoy doing so!

Answering them all is a different

in this respect, I am lucky
in having Paul Coppins and Simoi
Marsh to help share the workload.
We receive many detailed tips and

I of

left-hi ii the
with its description written to the
right of it. The graphics display
quickly and are therefore

is more, the pictures are original ir

design and attractive, i

even striking,

Sandman comes packaged i:

The Land of Midnight,
;

received from Graham Salloway.
Lindsey De Le Paton is one wh<

went to great lengths to write to us -

and had quite an Adventure in jus

doing so. It couldn't have been easj
writing with a Spectrum balanced oi

the TV, her map on her lap, C&VG oi
top of her Atari drive to her left and it

front — a typewriter! She plays
Adventure games almost exclusively,

as she finds they are the only games
that hold her interest.

Seriously, though, thank you a]

writing — and keep at it! Shortly I will

be bringing you the lowdown on
what your fellow C&VG adventurers
consider makes a good Adventure I

game, culled from the many letters I

ehadir



THE FLYINGVIKING

Pete Austin, from Level 9 Computing, is the man who
turned Erik the Viking into a computer adventure
In order to design and write Erik the Viking, PeteAusbn spent a considerable time in York, carrying
out research in that city.

"We have been pretty thorough," he said, "and you mavnorrealise it, but all the pictures and text references hZlgame are really quite authentic,"
Knowing that, it's the sort of game that awakens an

interest that demands further reading on the subject This

Enk and his band, but educate as well

,iv

Htre
7u ^d

J
! n0t bee" for a certain Bl11 1°nes, aged

come i'n

S

t k ^
,ha

'
"either book nOT same would tovecome into being.

Bill has an older sister called Sally, whose father wrote

hS,'^ n°7-
Feeling a blt Ieft om

'
BUi declded ««hrgh ume Dad wrote one for him. So Dad dreamed up

Erik, and wrote a series of stories that turned into a saga.
It may come as a surprise to you, as it did to me

that Bill's dad Terry is the Terry Jones
better known as a cook with a tasty
line in rat dishes, a housewife and
mother hit by a plague of dead works, Pete started „ „.

wftnTwTefrrmP^fer^m^e' to^ZT
*™*«°*'?***>« by

In case that's all t
graphics and suddenly full of

Terry Jones was one of me ^lam who ^^ "*°^Y Pic,UreH ~ IVe

SSVX Lt Z^has^cl done^'^ * ">^^
spawned thousands of imna

I wondered what Terry Jones would
think of Erik in his computerised
form? I found out when Terry was
introduced to micro-Erik for the first
time by programmer Pete Austin at an
exclusive meeting in London with
C&VG.
Erik was ready and waiting for Terry

on a Spectrum when he arrived and
introductions over, I asked him if he

"Yes, we have a Spectrum at

"™.eC £
epIied T

„
erIV ^d added:

t games and
r their

;o Erik

the giant
looks like!"

Here. Pete hit a snag. He turned on
the graphics but realised that,
because of the way he had played the
game through to that point, the life of
the game might be too limited to

:h the giant-without re
Sr ci Lhe

wiint ic

nd Bill make tl

). Soy tell r

™"i looking round at
the gathering a little apprehensively
Pete and Terry sat down facing the

Spectrum and, after a few moments
explaining how an Adventure game

Erik's graphics are the finest I have
seen accompanying an Adventure on
tape.

The game was developed on a BBC
micro and Level 9 have acquired a

ing the pictures from BBC to Spectrum
and Commodore. Hitherto, the con-
version process for their text Adven-
tures has used hardware, but not been

"Can you turn the graphics off?" I
asked. A laugh went up, as Pete
replied "Yes!" and fed in the appro-
priate command. Play carried on in
Plain text, but Terry was indignant.
"Why on earth should anyone want to
do that?" he protested. "Turn them

Eventually Erik came upon the giant— and Terry loved the picture'
"Worth all the trouble getting there

Meanwhile, I asked Terry why had
he chosen the name Erik for his hero— could it have been anything to do
with a pet Ssh? One featured in a
famous Python sketch. "Never even
crossed my mind!" Terry admitted —
"Mmm, yes, Erik the half-Viking ..."
At this point Terry said he had to

leave. After all, his car had been
standing on a yellow line for some
time now! He took a copy of the game
with him. "That will give Sally and Bill

something to do for the rest of men-
school holidays!" he grinned.



The Red Kipper Flies at Midnight

YOU GET HOME ONE EVENING to discover a message on your
answering machine. Something you'd thought hidden for good

has reared its ugly head once again. Valkyrie 17 is active.

Over the next five nights a series of frantic phone calk con-
vince you that the matter deserves further investigation. You receive
a dossier on the activities of Valkyrie 17. Pieced together from frag-
mentary reports culled from the last forty years you slowly begin to
put the whole thing together. Drakenfeur. Heinric'h and Reichsmuller.
The badge pressed into your hand on the station at _
And that last desperate call for help from the Glitz Hotel overlooking
Lake Bruntz.

%ur cover is good. Very good in feet. You spend a few
divs sniffing around and then head up towards Lake Brunrz. You
check in to the Glitz Hotel. It's the last lead you have. You seem to
be getting nowhere.

Then on your way to the bar you sense a movement in the
shadows. You feel a blow on your temple. And everything goes black . .

.

Valkyrie 1 7 is an Adventute featuring both graphic and text
locations. You will meet several different characters some of whom
may help you while others see your demise as their sole purpose in life.

Included in the pack is a comprehensive dossier on Valkyrie
17. On the reverse ofthe cassette tape are the answetphone messages.
And then ofcourse there's the game itself

LOADING TIME 5H minutes. MICRODRIVE X/FER FUNCTION
LOCATIONS 100+ FUN FACTOR 8
LEVEL ?

SOUND Beep Beep

HINTS
Watch your back, try n to get killed and mind your language.

^"i^^^
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Areyou onlyusing!
Tb^oriygames*/on a Commodore And for^ese you need peripherals O '

computer is like askine Albert F.imfPinmw^^,, ,:i._ ...... / ...7
penpnerais.~computer is like asking Albert Einstein to work

the square root of four.

The computer's brain barely ticks over.

To really stretch it, you need more interesting
software programs. For example, record keeping
interactive education, stimulatingadventure games
or word processing.

Like a Commodore disk drive, a really fas,,,

storage and retrieval system with a vast memory.
Or a Commodore cassette unit, the

inexpensive way of loading and storing programs.
For thosewho like the idea of text and graphics

being more alive and having greater clarity than
on a TV; there's the Commodore colour monitor.



ioth ofwurbrain?
And for hard copy, there arc our threej/ F0R further information iirx nw ir» in*, ™ ™ »«<. «™ .-„

printers and a printer plotter. These will preserve
on paper-in colour, black and white, chart form,
graphs or text, the fruits of all your labour.

Finally, to make games playing more
exciting, there are joysticks and paddles.

So use your brain. And make sure you use
all of your computer's brain.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION. TICK ONE IDR MORE] Of THE Hl,„„ ™
'•U WELTJON CORBY

NORTHAMPTON NU-Ji-.. '

aM"1 Ll™'

("commodore
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HEARDABOUTTHE COMPUTER

mega-mag:

There's only one Big K.

A computer mega-mag that gives

it to you straight. No frills. No waffle

No blurb. No unnecessary rubbish,
J

i

the facts, straight, humorous, critical

Take this month for example.

Burstingwith news, reviews,

features and programs.

The November issue of

:luding; STRONTIUM COG and
THE FALL GUY (exciting new games),

VIDEO DISEASES (how to cure them),
SIDTHE COMMODORE SOUNDCHIP
(how he does it), PLUS a host ofgames programs
forORJC, ELECTRON, SPECTRUM,
COMMODORE 64, and BBC.

GETYOURMrTTONTHE COMPUTER
MEGA-MAG FORJUST85 PENCE.



5«UCER /KTT/MCK \
RUNS ON DRAGON 32 WITtUMEJOYSTMi

BY CARL WATKINJ
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ms.
K!?r™ING Y0U WANT FROM A HOME COMPUTER

SILICA SHOP ARE THE No1 ATARI SPECIALIST

SUJeup, Kenl, DA14 40X Telephone: 01-3091111

-XS*
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Your

Christmas Day

Program

Guide

wSk*.

Acornsoft announce tidings of great joy

forbothBBCMicroandEIectronowners: eight
brand new programs for Christmas.

Each one makes an ideal stocking filler.

They're all available at your local Acorn
stockist (To find out where that is. simplvcall
01-200 0200.) Or you can send off for our

catalogueand order through th e post bv writing
to Acornsoft, c/o Vector Marketing, Denington
Estate, Wellingborough. NorthanLs Ni\8 2RL
Tel: 0933 79300.

Alternatively, however, you could always take
achanceand drop a I i ne Mflf\nyAAn
to Father Christmas, ^IvUKNOwTI



1 9.00 Firebug
I A fast moving arcade-type game in which you are a fireman, trying to rescue some oil
I drums and take them to the safety of a water tank. Your opponent is the firebug who
I runs around lighting fires whichmove slowly towards the drums and fire extinguishers,
I destroying them if contact is made.

1 10.00 Maze
I A gripping graphics game where you enter a top secret installation with the aim of steal-
I mg secrets from a rival company The security system, however, has many levels each
I consisting of a maze of corridors patrolled by armed robot guards. Complete with full
colour 3-D graphics, sound effects and a high score table.

12.00 Elite
I A superb 3-dimensional graphics game that's light years ahead of any other. You are
I aspacetraderwho roams theuniverse, maid ngyourlivingfrombuvingandsellingcarffo
m your Cobra space craft On your travels, you will encounter aggressors who are eager

I to put an end to your dealings. Be warned, only the fittest will survive.

LQO^CrazyJracer
A crazy adventure in which you guide a paint roller round the edge of a maze of
rectangles, while avoiding the monsters which are trying to stop you by crushing the
roUer. Beware - as the game progresses, so the number of monsters chasing you

I
will increase. ^ J

! 3.00 Go
'Go

5

is a board game for two players which originated in China 3000 years ago and is now
more popular than Chess in the Far East It requires strategic insight, intuition and a
strong, calculating mind. If you wish, you can also challenge the computer at differing
degrees of difficulty. A velly good game indeed.

4.00 Watch Your Weight
At last, a weight-loss program designed especially for you. With it, your computer
becomes an expert wholly conversant with and sympathetic to your needs, and will
oelp you choose an appropriate and individual weight-loss plan. The program also

;

includes a calorie counter and a series of apposite menu suggestions to help stimulate

(

your imagination when you just can't think what to eat

5.00 The Complete Cocktail Maker
With everything from a Black Russian to a Betsy Ross, this program contains data
sufficient to concoct a staggering 320 different cocktaUs.

6,00 Paul Daniels' MagicShow
Stunandainazeyourfriends with yourastounding featsofmagic. Thisprogram contains
ten tacks to be performed by or with your BBC Micro/Electron. Hurry though -

it',
bound to disappear fast

- &



ARTIC ADVENTURES RISK THE UNKNOWN

lost fewtt 'Th( Eye ol Ban', mu «
.

--leuinauresshut. Thisuwtaellle
mi. Escape from tha hui avoiding the iilliaerc to

ALL AVAILABLE FOR BOTH CBM 64 &SPECTRUM PRICE £6.95p

This and other games
'. on display at:

THE ARTIC SOFTWARE STATION,
263 Acton Lane, London W4
01-995 2152



PARCO
Electrics

AVALON HILL GAMES
SOFT WAR! SALE

4 DORSET PUCE, NEW STREET, HONITON
DEVON EX14 80S. TELEPHONE (0404) 44425

ZOOMSOFT

,:"£um%i£%?& ORDf" enefose* access c

oiled. ALL POST FREE

R. M. TRADING CO.
75 STONELEIGH AVE., ENFIELD, MIDDX.

COMMODORE 64
OWNERS

THE LATEST GAMES FOR
YOUR COMMODORE

BOULDER DASH cass £!

k £10.95

COMPUTER SOFTWARE
SPECIALISTS

ZCRK1

SUSPENDED

STAR CROSS

DEADLINE

ENCOUNTER

OIL'S WEIL

CASTLE WGOLSENSTEIN
RESCUE SQUAD
BEYOND CASTLE

W001SENSTEIN

LODE RUNNER
FLIGHT SIMULATOR II

S.A.M. (Talkie]

ATARI 400/B0QXL
OWNERS

THE LATEST GAMES FOR
YOUR ATARI

LIE RUNNER...

k f 1795

rg.95

CI 2.95

E24.95

;k E27.95

k £25.95

k 137.95

PIUS 100'sMORE TITLES AVAILABLE
NOW. GAMES. UTILITIES AND
EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE

Atari and Commodore 64
Programmers

ZOOMSOFT
46 HUMTSWQRTH WEW$,LQiyDfjH MW1 GDS
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gs become. Willyou thinkthesame ofyour
micro in 6months'time?

Remember the days when every
record player was gifted with a needle
instead of a stylus. 45's were "in;' 78's

were "out'.'

Before the days of hi-fi and laserdiscs.

When a graphic equaliser was a break-

through on the football pitch instead of
in music technology.

Look at a record player now and it's

a museum piece.

It's [ike that with micros too.

I he machine you thought would give
endless hours of fun and interest often
becomes a five minute wonder. Played
out within months. Or so you thought.

But ii villi

daily with the very latest computer news
and reviews. Caging a special Bulletin
Board. Feast int.'. In >m Prestel's vast menu.
Even downloading a choice of software
absolutelypee.

In fact, imagine 30,000 pages at your
fingertips and you've imagined what it's

like to be on line with the Micronet 800

For Just £i i a quarter (and, for most
of you, a local telephone call when-
ever you want to connect up) you could
subscribe lo the Mien met system.

The onlv extra von need to connect
up is a moJem unit. Which is a small

itlay lor what it buys,

net's features are almost limit-

instantly updating so why not

selected W. 1 1. .Smith shops and Spectrum
UK dealers.

Or fill in the coupon for our brochure.

You'll find you won't want to play on
anything else.

ii-u. .li'Dut Micronet 800. I

I

enough

o

lev* and e

Making themostofyourmicro.





LEAKY ROOF
Harry the plumber didn't want to be a plumber
when he grew up, he wanted to be an airline
pilot. But not all of us can follow our hearts.
Poor old Harry had to settle for a career as a

plumber.
Since he is not too happy with his chosen

vocation, Harry isn't too conscientious about
the quality of his work.

You didn't know this of course, when yon
employed him to replace the hot water pipes in

your new house. Not surprisingly, the pipes
have sprung several leaks. The only way you
can stop your home from flooding, is to dash

about with a bucket trying to catch falling
water drops.

Full instructions are included in the listing.
The joystick should be placed in port 2.

A;ll}M.LM*hW,M,M:lJ£M



The ultimate
developmentfrom

Designed exclusively for the ZX
Spectrum, Protocol 4 brings you game
control cu s ( .vino other
interface does. It can accept all commercially
standard joysticks, including the Quickshot II with
'rapid fire' or Trackball controllers, and is compatible
ALL Spectrum software, operates like fixed
OPTION INTERFACES OR CAN BE FULLY HARDWARE

The BexfcJHty of Protocol 4 control is achieved by aspecialiv
designed 'CustomCara a

| B are easily
programmed to su it al I types of games

.

Simply clip in a programmed card for immediate customised
control. You can even change or reprogram the cards without
affecting the game in the computer so that you can get exactly
trie resDOnSRS voi I want With tho *>Art;*;~~ ~i -..*.,_ -_._,. '

Utilising Hardware Programmed technology you have the benefit
of automatic eight direction control, no power-down

' :.nteed conflict-free operation with other
ind no extra software to load

or awkward joystick movements and key presses to make each

It is also perfectly possible to connect up to five Protocol 4s on
one Spectrum, each programmed separately, for multiple player
control — only possible with the hardware programmed design.

Incorporated into the design is a computer Reset button for
cleanng the computer memory between games without pullina
Hie power plug out.

Fully guaranteed for 18 months, Protocol 4 comes supplied with
five CustomCards, ten Quick Reference Programming Cards
and complete instructions.



- t\ Ira tilly Hardware programmed joystick interface, this product
has become well established over the past year and will accept ALL

orusewith ALL Spectrum or ZX81 software -
i , , , |

joystick option.

* No Software programming required.
* Programming is not lost when power is disconnected between games
Eight way movement -wit--.

|

.,- prossed_ or,,¥
requires setting of the four normal directions

^Compatibility is guaranteed with ALL key reading techniques-
^ machine code o r BASIC

.

* Several interfaces can be separately programmed and
f«ed to one com puter form ultiple p layer g am

e

5 .

bv this interface,
as with all AGF add-ons, and will never confi ct with any

ROMSLOT
.'AGF FtomSlot is designed for anyone

. ._ already own:--. „ pmferst0 use
the keyboard to control games, and would like to add the facility of ROM
cartrrdge software to their system,

FtomSlot will accept the Sinclair range of instant loading games and will
also be compatible with the new releases from Fferker Software —
exciting new games only to be available in ROM format

re RAM,

The AGF Interface II represents the be
to joystick control.

The 'AGF' control standard is now offered by over 100 games or
utility programs fo> ,.

?.- v. in -„,
, v , st,-i< or trackball.

Any game which is controller: b :• keys (5 6 7 8) o
i a Proiek option is also compatible with Interface II.

A rear connector allows other peripherals to b

RomSlot incorporates an extra feature called 'Restart'. This allows yo
to instantly restarttheROM game.

RomSlot Is guaranteed for 12 months and has a full

connector to accept joystick interfaces

QUICKSHOT
The Quickshot joystick is an excellent value game o
incorporating rooted precision

lie offering a convener

QUICKSHOT II

•M i ng with a trigger type firing button as well
as the top firing action, with a broader base lor greater suction stability.

tiulating a last trigger linger.

AGF Protocol
AGF Programmable Inti

Quickshot I [Joystick..

Quickshot Joystick ...

Extra Cu.starnCards'.

(5 per pack)

Extra Quick Reference.

" ^"^ ~ 1mm
My Name .

.

Address . .

.

Send to: AGF Hardware.!
West Sussex, P022 91

(0243)823337

ct:

i Van Gogh Place, Bognor Regis,

'EDIFY COMPUTER * (0243)323337 ^p
There'snowhere else to go cl&f
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- QUALITY ARCADE ACTION GAMES FOR THE "^^^^
j

COMMODORE 64^£7.95e>
QMxions

The earth is being c
Invaded by an alien
(ores, the GAiAXIONS hove
arrived I ram a dying planet, determined
to destroy civilization as we know it.

They come in formation, swooping and
diving towards the planet earth, you and
you alone can save mankind from the
fern lying destruction the aliens threaten

ft
MM*MM 64
fantastic

of this popular
arcade game.

JHofrin totfpcStessate
In days of old when
knights were bold anc
the sheriff was in power, _
to play this game guide Robin Hood,
to Marian locked up In the tower.

Guide Thomas the cat
ilong the 13 walls of SOLAR

street to his lady friend.

awaits him on the end
wall, but beware of

the flying boots.
bottles and mops, which are

encounter.

ie ladders,

screen, but beware! the
get you. He must return

aiding the
in the electric

leter. The lights will

>e on enabling you
_ .see the pitch fork, and
after retrieving it. kill the

UNEXPENDED VIC20
-s^trgwte £5*00 «Mimii £5*00
Saam6ht £5-00 GffLfflOOTCS £5-00
gunficht£5-00
PBTEFWLCiS £5-00 <W.y&«£t£6-00

8& I6K EXPANDED VIC20
rmm* £7.95

liable from all good computer shops.

ItVILdU

m



FROM THE SOURCE OF NEW IDEAS

English Software presents

BBC .Wud,.|B',W„i„H, l[lu--""-'
£795,,,,,,. lr

£9>95 (l .::

littbMJiKb

£8.95

r
ftenrp's ftouae

starring little HENRY
:ommod re64:Q,ssLil^

£&95



, ACCEPT STU2.3

^''• 2
iii;;^o7o,o3o38=coaoc<»o.o

8«=o«c«^^<^

- CALL CHflR(112."0103010
JOlw

,-„„ n™rM:0E0F0FOF8D8EOF0303O7

CALL CHAR ( 132. "0303O3031F

F "

)

__ g,
1 SCR=1 : ! LV-° :

:

_n
,2 ON SCR GCISUB --• + !=

'3 Bt>"?6 : : CALL. SPRI

ftLL

G
RCHAR(R/8+3.C/8+l.G) !

I

r 6-32 THEN V i
GOTO I

RC=76 ELSE IF PC<

:



Ss^Mffi

^.
;
«Ds 8:;»., !, Tf,,,,TOFi

-
;

.™ „ ELSC

04)

"LL SCHftR fR/(

G0T0 ta ELSE 27-i' •'-'• < ^'""^.'.^ »„n
""-<».. GOTO 16 £ .

S "m S?-* ' ' £ M fl?««SflW3. la, ,

'

FF3C

1

' 3.. 128, 43) : :
£" C^L HCHOFi (

«LL WHWU4

IflR ( 1 3 28
(

1

S
> 6, I -<5 j

CALL HCHar (g

* L«L L SFRITF',- -'• t"

'

;
- -

!

'
' CAI-L HCHAR (,"''" - r

CALL
i-



I^
;

C«LL CH,R(7.,.
FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFfF5fofo507o6o3fefcf8focob^-

)

CALLCH,R < B0, l . 0000 OMF365B37.057 3D 1F060000000000000W8^Oi37Ea.Cr39800 1

.."OOOo6oOOl,.3E5E707.7 1 «0 1 0O0OOOOOOOO0OC.0FeDC7iDfi76Dfi7rD,6Ol

I 56 CALL JT

HAR<120 -" CC33CC

I 57 FDR 1=24 TO S STEP '-3
58 CALL HCHAR(9,1 32 1 1

1

: : CALL COLOR (12,;

: CALL HCHAR (1,1,120 32)
CALL HCHAR (12,16,3:;, 4 I

2.2) ; : CALL HCHAR
^9] : : CALL HCHAR

(

CALL HCHAR

(

,

1

8 , 32 ,

I 3,30,72)

77)

:

J CALL HCh|
CALL H(;haR (S ,31,74) J: call HCHAR(9.30,73>

= , CALL HCh
CALL HO»R (1 o.29.70„. CALL «**,„,».„„, cm. HCh

'"^HCHAR,^^,:: CALL HCHAR,

CALL HCHAR(24,5, 124,5)

J 62 CALL HCHAR til,
| AR(10,2B,68>

3 CALL HCHAR(9,2

b^CALL SPR I TE ( £2
, BO , 1 2 , 72 , 1 2(3 , o , -8+s , £3 .

84
', 1 2 ,

%' .250 ,^ 8-"=

?ITE(£57 CALL
_ 3 CALL .„

69 CALL HCHAF is 194)
I HCHAR1(9, Z, 124) : • CALL H
70 RETURN

1 71 REM SCR 3
72 CALL HCHAR (1 1 122 32

J 73 CALL CHAR(120," FFs5fF
74 CALL HCHWdO, 1,120.3
75 CALL HCHAR < 13,7.120. 8
76 CALL HCHAR (16, 14, ;

-',

I
77 CALL HCHAR ( 2 1

.'
';

, 1 2 '<'•

.3
(19,25,123)

j

2,48,l,0,9+S,£6,84,

4) : : CALL HCHAR (21 ,;

W,220,0,8+S,£7,84
(

M,2) : : CALL HCHAR!

'i! CALL COL0R(12, 15.1, 13,3, 14, 14ilo

: CALL HCHAR(14,20.'l20,'2?'- CALL HPV
:: CALL HCHAR ( is. 7,

, ~o 8 , ^ALL HC
: CALL HCHAR.-.,.,

t
-- V CALL HU

j:ALL HCHAR (21.2,123; = i"cALL HCHAR (

:



1

1

Mansion

ML caSS e 1te £8.95
Ul disk£12.95

7fflv

*N»V^

I

ig scenery whose h-

iteFLAK?'

A A(X DSK
ATARI CJT £14,95

****i

* i

atari OT disk £12.95

*_•*•••••••••• + +••»» + + + + +

AHAmgricgiKiSoPhrAitaKg

THE ULTIMATE IN AMERICAN SOFTWARE
FOR YOU ON U.S. GOLD

'

including:
puer sores

BOOTS WHSMITH JOHNMENZIESWILDINGS



This diagonally
scrolling mazegame
features superb 3D
graphics brilliant sound
effects and requires 1 00% concentration to successfully manoeuvre
nehcopter through unknown hazards in order to complete Zaga Miss
and live to play another day — Commodore 64 — £7.95

Z^™H^°^S
n°
™ARELTD

' 29 WEST HILL DARTFORD KENT (0322,92513/8



NOTFOR
I
PEOPLE WITH
HIGH BLOOD
PRESSURE!

Watch out for them—
these four new games
could be dangerous to

your health. And, as
they're from A'n'F, they're

second to none, calling for

a level of skill that's

bound to set the adrenalin
racing.

SPECTRUM 48k CYLON
ATTACK—Now with better
than ever isometric perspective
graphics (3D). £5.75

BBC 32k SNARL-UP—Sheer
bumper to bumper frustration

and only five chances to hit the
fast lane. £6.90

COMMODORE 64 GUMSHOE
—One bleepin' obstacle after

another stops you reaching a
girl who needs you

—

desperately. £7.90

SPECTRUM 48k ALPHA-BETH
—The brain teaser that makes
it doubly difficult for you to give

the right answer. £5.75



^^ ' ^ Vlte
' 9° ro a 5omel dealer who has the best back-up in the world.

5Sj!«
WJ21 ^he number one source

vare. In the world.



|b3 C^._ iR, TF(1 ,
_ !

* CALL SPRI !-F(C7|B5 CALL VCHAR!!."4 .- 128,48)

^FFFFFFFFFF"

r i

4'" CALL "CHAR (21, 12,124,25!!

^°|0A4FCFSF ( ,

. 180.0, 4+S>

.
-~ CALL HO-{,',f:'i\)
CALL HCHAR < 10,7

|
93 Cfll-L vc;haf is"
CALL HCHAR do jii

'4 CALL KCh-p'w;
HCHAR (19, It, 12a;

J ?5 CALL
CHAR U.32,1 20 4a

1 ' - :

>, 12

; CALL HCHAR (24, 1. 128,:

I CALL HCHAR(19,7,120

9FFFFFBF5EFE I
' CALL HCHAR (23.

CAI, !..
;

. 1,

7 CALL
'JTE^

- ' w*nw* i i ._
( 5

19 128,16)..,- CALL VCHAR(S,l-3 128 tl,12S> ,1,J,liS
' -> = = CALL VCHARU9.1

20, 128): : CALL HCHAR < 16 o ,-H1™< 16.20,128)!, CALL HCHAR (19.20,1
3. 1 23

>
:

: CALL HCHAR (23 . 20 1 2T] , r.„,i".ZO,123>j! CALL HCHAR (13, 21. 12;

'~'«W(£3, I^ i-4 ,,
HAR.23 -; 1 .

'

" lL H™AR(1=?,23..~
, so ',13 128,3 0+S, !

:'
I

:

U122 32, i: lM '

- '"-IR 12.8 1?13 . 14 .i 2 ,

~ t
,
1

.
1 23

. 32 > : : CALL HCHAR ( 23^ 6
CAL.

C2^CHAf?(9 ' 24^28.6)
4«"t HCHAR(S,19,120 14)
^0.3? t! CALL HCHAR (16, 5 120 3}

»
<-

, ^ , . lALL HCHAR n v , X . l 20 ~
) r I

!
CALL HCHAR (12. 12, 120,

9

: CALL VCHAR(7. 12 1

L^2l£iiJ CftLL VCHARdR.i

I CALL

&*



ECOME LONE
WOLF...

id beasts

! monastery,

^skills you were

The lessons of combat
and endurance
When you were training with the Kai Lords

you acquired many secret skillsand disciplines Now
you may need to use them. You may need to improve
some, and disregard others,

"Combat Ski I Is" may be needed to defeat the
enemies you encounter on your way to reaching the
beleaguered King, and whilst saving your country.
You will need "Endurance" to survive. Each decision
you make can alter the course ofyour adventure So
choose wisely, for you will t[

often be totally surprised by 1

the effect your.
choice may l"

TkE suwim DISCIPLINES
Over the centuries, the Kai Lords had mastered

the skills ofthe warrior As you proceed through your

-sole survivor of a devastating attack on the
monastery of Kai. ^K

A great cloud of black V
has swept down and engulfed™
All the Kai Lords, whose secret

learning, have been killed.

Raising your face to the sky, you
swear revenge on the Darkbrds of the
West. But first, you must warn the King
of the invasion, retrieve Sommerswerd
and then use it to beat off the attackers. There ~m
are now two exciting LONE WOLF adventure games,
Each one requires you to assume the mantle of Lone
Wolf, make all hisdecisions for him, and actually
fight his combats move by move. You really are
Lone Wolf. '

You are going on a journey, a quest. You create
yourown adventures, choose your own tactics and
make your own decisions.

swear
adventure you may find that you are becoming more
and more proficient, Ifyou, too, have mastered these
skills they may save your life!

You can leam how to hide undetected amongst
rocks and trees of the countryside. In a city, you can
look and sound I ike a native which may help you to
find shelter

Learn how to communicate with animals and
move objects by sheer concentration alone.

You can develop a "Sixth Sense" that warns you
of imminent danger. It may also reveal the true nature
ofa stranger.

"Tracking" may help you choose the right path
and deci pher pri nts or trac ks ofcreatures

i n the wi Id

.



The discipline erf

"Healing" can restore

your "Endurance" after

being wounded in

combat.

The-<_ E"COMBAT
SKILLS
When you entered

theKai monastery you
were taught to fight with daggers, spears,

warhammers, axes and swords.

The evil Darklords. though, have the ability to
attack using "Mindforce". LoneWolfcan learn the
discipline of"Mindshield"and also "Mindblast", the
old Kai Lord's ability to fight using the forces ofthe
mind alone. You, Lone Wolf, control the combat, you
decide whether to fight or not, and you alone can
manipulate the moves,

IkE EQUIPMENT TO SURVIVE
You set out with just an axe, a leather pouch of

gold crowns and a mapofSommerlund which you

reven
have discovered amongst the smoking ruinsofthe

ThE LONE WOLFADVENTURES
The creators ofLONE WOLF are Joe Dever and

Gary Chalk. In 1 982, Joe won the Advanced
"Dungeons and Dragons" Championship in America.

Gary has had 17years

experience ofwar
games, and is the

originatorofthe highly

successful "Cry Havoc"
and "Starship Captain".

Togetherthey have created two uniqueadventures
combiningthe skills

of mental and "*^~

physical dexterity.

And there are more tocome^
The DresentattOT is visually

exciting, and involves you
totally in every action and £
reaction.

Discover the LONE WOLFadventureTrilght
From the Dark" and "Fire on the Water". Now, available
i ndividual ly in a special gift box, i nclud i ng a cassette and
illustrated book for £8.95. (Software only £6.95 each.)

fr-j You are about
(to begin the

J
incredible adventure

T E CHALLENGE TOU TO DEFEAT THE
EARKLQRDS IN THE LAmANDS

Available from leading softwa, CJ1.<_

Dealer enquiries to Nick Ford, Arrow Publicatic
17-21 Conway Street, London W1P6JD. Tel: 01-387



JETSETWAUY?
desired. Joining the wrong library can mean parting join. We believe you'll find that Matrix has^e*

ih only to find that the top games
are not available.

That can't happen with the Matrix Club.

finest games selection, and offers the best deal
in games hire. Post the coupon below with no
obligation, and check out the Matrix deal!

minimi in

MATRIX

HIRE SPECTRUM
SOFTWARE

OVER 280 cifieceni tapes lor hire in-

cluding ARCADE, ADVENTURE. BUS-
INESS. EDUCATIONAL, elc -evenanm/c

are offering HAW-PRICE

H'l'l'lit-lil'lil

NATIONAL SOFTWAREMBRAJW

~™.

SOFTWARE PROJECTS LIMITED

NEEDS YOU
Would you like to see your games on the
shelves next to programs like 'Manic Miner'
and 'Jet Set Willy'?

If you have written software for any of the
popular micros and can meet the quality of I

our other products, we pay the highest
outright payment or royalties for your
efforts. You choose.

The address to send your programs to is:

soFTwnne projccts
Bear Brand Complex,
Allerton Road, Woofton,
Liverpool L25 7SF.

or Tel: 051-428 9393



iMl
Work your way through th

t

track and field events. As you gain experience
and confidence you begin to excel in the four

is 100 metre sprint, 110 metre
hurdles, long jump and pole vault.

Here's your chance to be part of the winning
team. Pit yourself against the clockand beat
the record.

* Multi level competition

* Spectacular graphics

* Smooth animation

* Real time action

Can you surpass your personal b>

m welcome.

nd me your free catalogue.



ComiL iore64
"Absorbing and realistic -
Highly recommended"

- Sunday Times, February 1984

"Completely fantastic -
I want one!"
- Charlie Nicholas, Arsenal striker In Big K,

April 1984

"Having chosen your players
the match highlights are
then displayed in very good
animated 3-D Graphics.
. . . There are many other
excellent features in this
game in fact the attention to
detail is outstanding
(5 out of 5)."
PopularComputing
Weekly

-

16August 1984 «W
Some outstanding features of the game

Gun S2XZ12.
3
? 9ia *>hicL• T""1^' f"<"ket . Promotion arid relegation • F.A.

ownTe^n torJStZSSt 'JT* • FU
" lea9Ue tableS * Four Divisions • Pick V*"r

.vTJ»? , *
Ch match M manv seasons as you like • Managerial rating

• 7 skill levels • Save game facility . Financial manipulations . 4 dMriom aiSl
customising feature • You can even be sacked!

m computer software stockists nationwide, including® & whsmithjJ

BBC 32 K
SPECTRUM 48K

y

r

Prices: BBC Model £7 95
Spectrum 48K £6 95
ZX81 16K £595

AddictsGames
» BOURNEMOUTH. fi^iHE
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lain Strichen thought that he would choose an
old theme for a computer game — Snake —

and rewrite the game to make it acceptable at a
time when games like Atic Atac and Jet Set

Willy are the norm.
Weil, we at C&VG certainly think that lain has
breathed new life into a classic game — and

we're sure you'll agree!
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The New Force in Software
THE GAME OF DEADLY DRIVING

1TLECU
FOR 48K SPECTRUM

BATTLECARS
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'*' -''

f
pany, with ten years

is the UK s largest fantasy and adventure

create the best in computer games, and the first three are BA
D-DAY, and TOWER OF DESPAIR - each with o«er90K of progra
BATTLECARS is the deadly sport of the future...arm Your ba

% PI ^^^^^^ lyour chosen wea

L select your battl

i| gruelling speed c

BSHBi BATTLECARS is akM player game of skil
'"I •''«""» cunning.
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ms, and a guide containing a history, ma
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3D LUNATTACK - Suva Turner

3D SEfOOAB ATTACK - Sim Turroi

HEATHROW AIR TRAFFIC COWTROI

wis PILOTFOnTHEZXSI-MIlM Mala

eo»rs Hew^on Consul tents

*S!h SDLUfWTACK- Andrew Brayb™*

Andrew Braybrook

f5!5
3D SPACE WAR! -Andrew Braybroo*

DRAGONFLY II - Eric RjtcllMe
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-Terminal Software Games,
are available from -

International
Tial — Sweden
Ozi soft-Australia

Alpine- New Zealand
S.P.I.D. -Franco

Retail
John Menzies

Dixons Software Expne:

fcfiinii^q.

Micro Dealer

PCS
Distributors Prism

Bulldog R & R Computer Gan

Centresoft SDL

ESD Electronics Solomon & Peres

Gordon Howson Tiger Distribution

Lightning Twang

LVL

Terminal Software, Derby House, Derby Street, Bury BL9 ONW, England. Tel. 061-761-4321
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DfIMMIgm

Journey to the other worlds, in this combination arcade
strategy game, which could take months to complete Using
the save game and load ramp future ,™, „*« ^ ,._athe save game and load gc

J return to continue.

B
Available on cassette and Cpicc flOR**, disk for the Commodore 64 ^7\ /U^" at all good computer stores. DlSK £9.9S
uisn lur me commodore bAmK

mfjjjP
m at a11 g°od computer stores



BIGGERBOULDER; BEAUTIFUL

AMERICAN NO I.

CASSETTE 8-95 DISK IO-95



The national security centreii^^^H
broken into, and the nattf^^^H
applies have been taken by al
They have stored it in their mam bam

bat, to make life harder for anyone

f
frying to find it, it's not all in the sam<
ace.

»You must guide ROBO-1 round the
Jase, looking for the gold. But beware
the patrollers who guard the haul
will kill if they have to.

Watch the power meter on the scr
ft decreases all the time but will go
when you manage to get some of
gold. But overload ROBO-1 and he
explode.
There are 100 rooms to explore, all ij

glorious 3D, so happy wandering!
Use the cursor keys to control ROBO-1.'
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The Cheetah Remote Action Transmitter is the most
sophisticated computer controller available.

Infra Red transmission - so there are no leads trailing

the living room. Just sit back in your chair up to

30 feet from your machine.

• Touch control-no moving parts, extremely fast, long life.

No extra software required.

I Can be used with all Cheetah RA T/Kempston compatible
software.

f Fits comfortably in your hand for long play periods.

Comes complete with receiver/interface unit which simply
plugs into the rear of your Spectrum.

Compatible with all Sinclair/Cheetah peripherals via the

rear edge connector.

Simply incredible at£29.95 including VAT andp& p.

Dealer enquiries welcome. Export orders at

Send cheque/p.o now to:

Cheetah Marketing Ltd. (Dept, CV>, 24 Ray Street, London EC1R 3DJ. phone 018334909

Cheetah products are also available from branches of

•fl-Ufi iWH 20 WHSMITH $ Rumbelows
ind all good compu
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Available on Cassette £9-95 j
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SPECTRUM CLUB!
ItJ FREE ADVENTURE GAME CH

icattonal Softwm

I Bu^nTS" Imes
U
a
n
™h

n 'eCf g3meS ''°m |US
'
5°P '

a FREE "CREEPY CASTLE"
CASSETTE in

FREE GAME ._ ,_.
(cvl 287-291 Mi

EPPING. ESSEX. CM 16 4DA

MUCH M(

SPECTRUM 80

MEGASAVE

FANTASTIC SAVINGS

. 1.99
,

BLABY
COMPUTER GAMES

. 1-99... 1.99.
. 1.99 . . . 1.99 .

I^^WCE THEIR_OWN POCKET MONEYRANGE MORE FUN AT LESS PRICE
"

DRAGON USERS. See us at the GSSlTshow. November
All* games are obtainable from the company @ £1.99 plus 50p P&P.

Or from Computer & Video shops everywhere.
Also newsagents where you see the Slush Puppie sign

r full list.

BLABY COMPUTER GAMES, CROSSWAYS nW&WErTv. LUTTERWORTH ROAD
BLABY, LEICESTER.

Telephone 0533 77364T Telex 342629 JRHHG



Computer and Video Games, Britain's most I

popular computer games monthly, bring you
|

two exciting new books for the Spectrum and
[Commodore 64.

Each 100-page book contains up to 30 brand I

new games checked and prepared by
Computer and Video Game's regular

'

contributors.

At £4.99 - the best value on the market at all
(good bookshops from October 26th, or direct
|

through your letterbox by filling in the coupon I

below.

' Please send me, post free ,. copies of I

Send this coupon to;

EMAP Books, Bushfield House, Orion Centre,
Peterborough, PE2 OUW
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the most terrifying film you ever watched.

Soon you'll be in it!

SPECTRUM 48K CBM64
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^KSpectrum »6S
All titles available from

Quicksilva Mail Order, P.O. Box 6, Wimborne, Dorset BA21 7PY.
Telephone (0202) 891744.
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Preparation for the
Christmas rush has been
responsible (or another
mass of add-ons for all

the popular micros.
There's news this time of
modems, disc drives,
keyboards and other
goodies to make your
micro better than it was
before.

Last month saw the
demise of Fuller Micro-

for Sharp MZ-700
; who have been short of

hardware until now. Solo Software
from Worcester has perfected a disc
drive for the new Sharp machine
which fits into the slot where the
cassette recorder would normally go.
It's a 3" drive and takes those funny
plastic-moulded discs which you can
drive a truck over and they'll still

The first time you'll
speed of the new system, says Solo
Software, is when you have

seconds. This
the £250 price

,d that it operates from

I

ABITS!

systems, the main rival

to DK Tronics, known for
their Sinclair peripherals.
This means that anyone
with Fuller equipment is

going to have problems
getting it repaired under
guarantee. If you have a
faulty peripheral, don't
send it back to Fuller's
without checking first

whether or not they can
take i>.

handset

if wiring it directly to
your phone, you just plug the

n itself. This works One for
standard phones but won't fit if you
have one of those posh trimphones.
The modem works at 1300/1200

baud half duplex and 1200/75 baud
full duplex and is fully BT approved,
he first standard is used for talking
other Protek modems and sending

though, you'll need some software, a
cable and, for some micros, a special

his costs £14.95 or £24.98,
depending on whether or not you
need the RS232 interface.

The software which drives the
modem is, to say the least, not very
good. The BBC version is the best
and will certainly let you into
Micronet and Prestel. But because

ing the ESCape key will put you



back to

can't actually send an ESCape
character to Prestel. This rules out
colour-coded Mailboxes and pretty
frame designs.
The Commodore 64 version suffers

from the same problems and also
lacks a return key as this is used for a
Prestel hash character (#), This
means that, at the moment, you can't
use the system for connecting to
Telecom Gold, despite Protek 's

claims to the contrary.
The Spectrum version is awful.

Instead of displaying the Prestel
screen as it comes down the phone
line character by character, it waits
for the whole frame and then displays
it at the end. So when you call up a
page, you have to wait quite a few
seconds before it appears. Just like
teletext and rather disappointing.

If only the software was as good as
the modem. But that's what you have
to do to keep down your costs.
Apparendy, it would have added
around £10 to the Spectrum version's
cost to provide a proper display. I'd
have paid — wouldn't you?
Protek are in Scotland on 0506

41S353.

UTWtneOTATAIl

Hottest news on the joystick front is

that 1984 is the year of the Rat. That's
the name of Cheetah Marketing's

e control joystick. Rat. by

the way, stands for Remote Action
Transmitter and you can now play
your favourite Spectrum game
without being linked to the computer
with all those dangling wires which
always tended to get caught round
the dog's tail as he walked past.
The receiver part is a black box in

the same style as Cheetah's other
products for the Spectrum, like
Sweet Talker for example. This just
plugs into the back of the computer
and you can then forget that it's there.
Other peripherals can still be
plugged into the back of it.

The clever part is the joystick. In
fact it looks more like the remote
control gadget for a TV than a
conventional joystick. It doesn't
actually have a trigger, but is touch
sensitive. Direction control comes by
touching a circle about IVt" across.
Movement corresponds to where on
the circle your finger actually fells,

but you soon get used to this method.
There's also a touch sensitive fire

button and the whole system
performed well when I managed to
get my hands on one.
The Rat is very accurate and it

didn't matter whether I was pointing
the joystick at the computer, the TV
or anywhere else for that matter. The
range is very wide. I managed to get
so far away from the screen that I

could hardly recognise which game I

was playing. The joystick, though,
still worked fine!

of special software.
The version for the Electron is

similar to the Oric one. You plug it

into the Electron's expansion
interface socket and then a normal
joystick plugs into the box. Again, it

can be programmed from the
computer to select which keys on the
keyboard correspond to which
movement of the joystick or press of
the fire button. Price again is £29.95
and it should be in the shops soon.
The BBC interface costs £1 1.95 and

plugs into the analogue in socket on
your Beeb. You can then use any
standard Atari type joystick.

More details from Protek and, in

case you've forgotten the number,
it's0506 4lS3S3.

MMHBLACKtOXtS

If you own a Spectrum, Oric or
j

Electron then you may often have
wondered why there's no reset
switch on your micro? Well, if you
want one then Computerworld has
the solution. Their reset switch box
costs just £4.49 and will work with
either the Spectrum, Oric, Atmos or
Electron.

The box is plain old black but you
can have the switch in a choice of
red, white or black. Now there's
luxury for you!

Computerworld are in Beckenham,
Kent and if you call 01-778 0479,
they'll tell you all about it.

If you've been thinking recently
about buying a Memotech computer
then you'll be glad to hear that the
price has gone down. If you've just

bought one. though, you'll be pretty
angry. Price of the basic model goes
fmm C971! tn tlQQ °n „„,.,'» «,„ ,.m £275 t(

leup.

:

:
;

around (our .

Idaai buy it you use jour
1

01-833 4909 a:

R
Abits!

Cheetah is c

95 the Rat

. Especially when you realise that the
fully Kempston compatible, £9.9

And talking of sound, Cheetah is

working on a little black box which
converts your Spectrum so that the
beeps come out of the TV and not the
computer itself. This means that the
television's amplifier can be used to

control the sound.
The black box will plug into a

Spectrum and you won't need to take

St The m

In addition to their new modem,
Protek has launched a range of
joystick interfaces to cater for the
Oric, Electron and BBC.
The Oric programmable joystick

15 and plug
expar

computer, A standard Atari joystick
then plugs into the interface. You ca
program the interface with up to nin
keyboard functions without the us

And finally, Parco Electrics has
launched a modem for the Texas
TI-99/4a. It runs at 300/300 baud and
will get you into all the various
bulletin boards around the country. It

will also get you into Micronet and
Prestel through a special 300 baud
Prestel line.

The modem costs either £99 or
£199, depending on whether or not
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COMMODORE 64 OWNERS

MIDLAND COMPUTER
LIBRARY

PROGRAMMERS WORKSHOP require
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As It's Christmas,
we've decided to

bring you a
mper reviews

mpletewithall
the games you' II

want Santa to stick in your
stocking. There are some great

; coming yourway— believe uil

We'll also be bringing you a quick look back to
bring you Games You May Have Missed during the past 12
months— and would like to put on your Christmas list. So

before you write to Santa — pick up Computer £ Video Games)

YOU'VE READ THE

REVIEW, NOW SEE

THE MAP

X

Avalon — the arcade styli

Adventure game we raved about ii

our reviews pages last

destined to become a biggie this

Christmas. So, together with
Hewson Consultants, we're bring-

ing you an exclusive map of the

Gatehouse Level plus hints and
tips on how to play the game. If you'

already got the game, you don't want to

miss the map. If you haven't you'll want
get December's issue to see just how good
Avalon is!

I^bLLJOi A Christmas
machine guide along with the
regular news, reviews and top
games listings.

o

WIN
PETER PAN
ADVENTURE

X
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IFYOUWANTTO

ADVERTISE IN

COMPUTERAND

VIDEOGAMES

RING 01-251 6222

wrM ' • Incredible 3D graphics ^J^*^*^^^* Radar |amme ..

If * FlasNoad rapid load system (fasler Irian disci • Joystick bm__
'/ • 16 IbvbI game wilh increasing diniculty • Flah t-stteriBS

• 3 types of enemy rtelrcoplers - Sole, Cunship. Transport

- M a r «elious sound erte cts a nd 1 tieme tone

• Air In ground missiles* Air-to-air missiles j,f-v

If you thought Fail eon Patrol was good ... ?$$£
PmgrammM by SIM Lie- *__
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• 20 CPS(Max)Print Speed

• Bi-directional Logic
Seeking

• QUME Protocol, QUME
Ribbons

• QUME Daisywheels,
Centronic

• Interface {Optional
RS232-C)

• Supports all Wordstar
features

• Optional Tractor/Sheet
Feeder

• One years parts and
labour guarantee

SPECIFICATIONS

Please send me Ouen Data

DWP i 120 Daisy Wheel PrMBfls) a

"

SttSKSE SHE T

B
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iCROSTYUs
YOUR N° 1
1 ^^ ,...ii:e*r,

Dealer Information update

MYJUNIOR business Bofh^rs.

BUSINESS SOFTWARE AT ITS BEST'
ranted us now (or more information and

MONSTRATfON PACKS.

The network is spreading..

k*s and service
, So comae I us now and

's Sq„ Aylesbur,.

Telephone: Aylesbury (0296) 5124

Ih Computer Cent™
EJdere. Lansdown Road, Bath.

TSeplione: Bath (0225) 334659

Tin Newbury Computer Centre
ffCtieap Street. Newbury.

'Y (0635) 41929

SPECIAL OFFER
FOR ATARI

400/600/800 OWNERS

uij Iu me minuia releases
available. Apply Now! We now
have Atari hardware for sale at
discount prices. Modems suitabl
for Atari Computers now for sal
For further details send s.a.e. tc

CHARNWOOD GAMES
27. WARWICK AV1-JUE

QUDRN, LOUGHBOROUGH

-BB" ,W3Bffi»-

J^W^MBIDllJIIKnbi'r'
.'

"jssisasir———*

JOYSTICK REPAIRS

ATARIJCDMMODORE SPARES

Click tJTttpHllHH fcn. indtte h»M «d grin

BO$TOlf"lMCjS

FOR at

ItMl i°sT

..•". "iL.J.
'

STOCKPORT, CrMnhlre.

ATARI COMPUTER OWNERS

TI99/4A SOFTWARE 299

MICRO BYTE SOFTWARE
II ST MARYS AVENUE.
PUR LEY. READING,

CARTRIDGE CITY



Saturday Jrd November 11am-Spm

ATARI
ALL MODELS

invaluable aid to the Commodore
64! Menu driven with a program
manual included. One of the main
features of Utility 64 enables you
to load binary files (programs)
and allows the user to resave
binary files. Send cheque/P.O. for

£6.50 to:

RAMEX SERVICES
PO Box 3, Castleford
West Yorks WF10 1UX.

DJE
—Software
ATARI 400-600-600 RENTAL CLUB

We raw bare EVERY cmsetta. disc. ROM •
inclssign telenet in the United Kingdom

ATARI 4C0JSMJ800 ranna. OVER 750

nronrims In. Mr«. Wrile to. details wilt, s

MGL

"hslttniam, «oi.
""*

cvfaa
^°£"°*fc ' I

HOME ENTERTAINMENTS
SPECTRUM SOFTWARE -
Prasants 2 great games!

IT IS ILLEGAL

TO DUPLICATE S S

SPECIAL OFFER
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TO ADVERTISE IN

C&VG
MICROADS

TEL: 01 251 6222

C&VG, ON., ™
MICROSELL COUPON

J

TERMS AND CONDITIONS
1 Trade advertisers wilt ap-

pear in the MicroAds sec-
tion, private advertisers in

the Mrcrosell Section.

2. All free MicroSell ads are
subject to space avail-
ability

3. The Publishers reserve
the right to refuse an
advertisement.

PLEASE PRINT IN BLOCK CAPITALS

l» 10 Computer 4 Vk)so Games.

POST TO: AD, OEPT, CtVQ, 30-32 FARRINGOON LANE, LONDON EC1R 3AU



Nothing willaffectyou
(and yourschool or college)

London EC1 5EJ

EDUCATIONAL

ADVERTISEMENT INDEX
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IfihVIDEOLAND

PURE MAGIC!
Join Alice in herjourney through Videoland - an enchanted place populated by strange creatures such ,

butterflies and pipe smoking caterpillars; where little girls change size and flamingos turn into croquet rr

Alice in Videoland is a revolutionarynew concept in entertainment for the Commodore 64. incorporating so-
graphics ever seen on any home computer, accompanied bya charming rr

involved, and your performance in er*"*
~"

n\ I affect your abi li ty to ge t through la te i

There a re four d ifferent ga mi

Scene One - Stunning title page graphics give way to the first game scene as Alice falls

"" •" be found there - including keys to open doors, bottles to make her smaller, cakes
points for collecting the objects tc

her bigger!

Scene Two - Outin the garden the Cheshire cat looks onas Alice meets the pipe-smoking caterpillar. Help herto catch tf

bread-and-butterflies and the rocking4iorse flies that change into the bails used in the croquet game in the last seen
Scene Three - Alice is a pawn in the chess game where her opponents are the Jabberwocky and Tweedledum ar
Tweedledee Help her across the board by protecting her with your White Knightsl
Scene Four -The most bizarre croquet game everl Help AJicr

"" -
the Queen of Hearts stomps on them]

Commodore 64 on disk - EIZ95, and now on cassette - E8.95,

True Miiyiriir

lis through the playing<ard-soldier hoops before

in Videoland is available for t

Airce in Videoland features graphics created wil—Audiogenic
e Koala Pad.

), READING, BERKS. E COLOUR CATALOGUEI



Theycame from ©ut of she desert t

the lost cityof Antescheraiid discovered
the HORROR ofthe ANTS...

The Walled City oHMM piUTested for
a thousand, thousand yel^Ptne midst of the
Great Desert inhabited by only the deadly Ants
Who have made it their home.
Then one day He and She arrive to play their.

games through the wind-swept streets, ousting
the Ants from their exclusive occupation. I

But the City seems to have a presence, a hoge
brooding entity which hangs over the buildings
and in some mysterious way controls the destiny
of those below...

ANTA1TACK3D
Turbo toad Commodore 64

QuicksilvaMail Order, P.O. Box 6, Wimborne, Dorset BA21-7PY. Tel. (0202) 891744

WH SMITH i


